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Being poor almost always means being deprived of full nutritional capabilities, i.e., the capabilities to avoid premature mortality, to live a life free of avoidable morbidity, and to have the energy for work and leisure. The study of poverty is, therefore, very much a study of the people’s state of nutrition.


INTRODUCTION

India is starving. While its gross domestic product has been climbing steadily in recent years, its rates of malnutrition and starvation-related disease and death remain staggeringly high. These numbers are even more surprising when examined in contrast to countries in a similar development position, such as China, because such comparisons reveal the paradox of India’s increased aggregate wealth combined with its stagnant and in some cases decreasing nutritional intake. The right to food is a vital human right that, if denied, renders human life stunted, painful, or null. Logically, because humans must eat to stay alive, and because they must have adequate nutrition in order to flourish—that is, to undertake

---

the social, economic, cultural, and political activities that define our modern human existence—food security should be treated as a core human right and attended to with commensurate vigor. And yet, people continue to doubt the justiciability of the right to food, or how it might be enforced and realized at a national level. India, however, has taken a different approach, opting not to allow the violation of what it recognizes as a human right to occur without remedy. Rather, India has found the right to food to be both legally justiciable and deserving of national legislation. It is this landmark initiative by India to establish and explicate the right to food that is the subject of this paper.

India has demonstrated a commitment to ensuring food security and to realizing the right to food by legally establishing a basic nutritional floor for all citizens. In a landmark interlocutory opinion in the case of People’s Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India & Others (PUCL), Writ Petition (Civil) No. 196 of 2001 (India) (Nov. 28, 2001 interim opinion), handed down on November 28, 2001, the Indian Supreme Court (Supreme Court) directly addressed food security in the Indian context and explicitly established a constitutional human right to food in India. In this watershed order, the Supreme Court not only held that specific government food schemes constituted legal entitlements under a constitutional right to food, setting out in detail minimum allocation levels of food grains and supplemental nutrients for India’s poor, but also outlined how those government schemes were to be implemented. With its incorporation of economic and social rights into the Indian constitutional framework, PUCL stands as one of the few instances of effective


6. While we understand them to be slightly different in meaning, we use the phrases “right to food” and “food security” interchangeably in this paper. We use “right to food” to mean that all people should have the ability to feed themselves in a way that meets their specific nutritional needs. We use “food security” to mean that, at a household level, the household has enough assets to purchase the food they cannot provide for (i.e., grow or raise) themselves. At a national level, food security means that a country must undertake policies to ensure that the supply of food available in the country is adequate to meet the basic nutritional needs of all of its citizens. This paper adopts the position that “if the world’s food supply were evenly divided among the people of the world, there would be enough food for everybody,” and that the law can and should be used to achieve this goal. HOWARD D. LEATHERS & PHILLIPS FOSTER, THE WORLD FOOD PROBLEM: TACKLING THE CAUSES OF UNDERNUTRITION IN THE THIRD WORLD 144 (3d ed., Lynne Reinner Publishers 2004) (interpreting FAO data that the world produces more food in terms of calories than are needed by the entire global population).


8. People’s Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India, Writ Petition (Civil) No. 196 of 2001 (India) (Nov. 28, 2001 interim order).
national adjudication on the right to food, despite the global food, financial, and environmental crises that currently make food availability and the right to food increasingly urgent topics.

The *PUCL* order of November 28, 2001, however, stands as merely one historical moment in the progression of this ongoing trend of Public Interest Litigation (PIL) for the establishment and enforcement of a right to food in India. Initially sparked by a crisis marked by severe drought, hunger, and unemployment in India, *PUCL* was first filed in July 2001 as a PIL in the state of Rajasthan on behalf of the poor who had not received the required employment and food relief as mandated by the Rajasthan Famine Code of 1962. Resting on constitutional precedent defining the right to life as “the right to live with human dignity and all that goes along with it, namely, the bare necessaries of life such as adequate nutrition,” the petitioners sought enforcement of a constitutional right to food under Article 32 of the Constitution of India in response to inadequate government drought relief measures and failure to provide subsidized food grains to eligible beneficiaries. Nine years later, the PIL currently applies to all state governments and addresses a myriad of issues, including hunger, child nutrition and development, and unemployment. At the time of writing, the case remains open, as closing orders have not yet been issued.

This Article evaluates *PUCL* through multiple lenses, examining: (1) the necessary factors that contributed to the success of the PIL and its enforcement and (2) both the implications and limitations of *PUCL* as it relates to India’s larger economic policy framework. We argue that the development and success of the *PUCL* litigation have depended in part on provisions of the Indian Constitution amenable to the incorporation and promotion of economic and social rights as well as on a unique relationship between civil society and judicial institutions. Analyzing the fulfillment of the right to food in the Indian context, we argue that successes achieved by the case are directly attributable both to distinctive aspects of the Indian Constitution and to a unique interaction between

---

9. Writ Petition ¶ 26, People’s Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India, Writ Petition (Civil) No. 196 of 2001 (India) [hereinafter Writ Petition].
10. *Id.* at ¶ 26 (quoting Francis Coralie Mullin v. Adm’r, (1981) 2 S.C.R. 516, 518 (India)).
12. As of May 31, 2010, the Supreme Court of India’s website lists the writ petition’s status as “pending.” Supreme Court of India, Case Status, http://courtnic.nic.in/supremecourt/casestatus_new/caseno_new.asp (for “Case Type” select “Writ Petition (Civil)”; for “Case No” type in “196”; and for “Year” select “2001”; then click on “Submit”) (last visited May 31, 2010).
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civil society, the PUCL litigation, and the Commission appointed by the Supreme Court to monitor enforcement of PUCL interim orders.

We begin, in Part I, by presenting in further detail the PUCL litigation, tracing its development from the original petition to where the PIL and the enumerated entitlements it protects and promotes stand today. In Part II, we commence our analyses of the explication and fulfillment of a right to food in India by defining the right to food and food security and by outlining how this right has been conceptualized in legal frameworks. As the right to food in India has been founded primarily in Indian constitutional law and, specifically, in an Indian constitutional right to life, we devote the majority of our discussion to elements of Indian constitutional law that created the legal authority for the PUCL litigation and the reading of a right to food into the Indian Constitution.

In Part III, we introduce the Right to Food Campaign and the appointed Supreme Court Commissioners (cpw 196/2001) (Commission) as critical players in the fulfillment of the right to food. Tracing the development of the PUCL litigation from 2001 to the present, this section analyzes how the Campaign and the Commission have contributed to the development and implementation of court orders and how those court orders have in turn influenced the priorities of both the Campaign and the Commission. Part III posits that the PUCL litigation and the pending draft food security act would not be what they are today if not for the complementary relationships between the case, the Campaign, and the Commission.

In Part IV, we inquire into the future of the right to food in India, the PUCL litigation, and the proposed food security legislation. Recognizing that PUCL remains an open case directed to date by interim orders issued by the Supreme Court, this section discusses what a final judgment might mean for the entitlements heretofore protected by court order and for the status of the Commission to the Supreme Court. This section also assesses the right to food litigation within the context of current economic and agricultural policies. Part IV concludes by analyzing the relationship between PUCL’s orders and the liberalization of food and agricultural policy in India.

Finally, Part V assesses the recent bill for a national food security act, and analyzes the draft legislation’s potential to harmonize the conflicts between Indian economic policy and the PUCL’s interim orders issued in a way that ensures the most important aspects of the entitlements thus far protected in the case’s interim orders.

We hope that this Article both celebrates the courageous work of Indian lawyers and activists, and articulates a model for other lawyers and
activists who endeavor to make the right to food legally enforceable in their own communities.

I. Development of the Case and Its Enumerated Entitlements

PUCL was made possible by the introduction of Public Interest Litigation (PIL), a cause of action analyzed and explicated infra in Part II, and a constitutional precedent defining the right to life as “the right to live with human dignity and all that goes with it, namely, the bare necessities of life such as adequate nutrition.” The petitioners in PUCL sought enforcement of a constitutional right to food under Article 32 of the Constitution of India in response to inadequate government drought relief measures and government failure to provide subsidized food grains to eligible beneficiaries. Originally brought against the Government of India, the Food Corporation of India (FCI), and six state governments on the claim that these bodies had ineffectively managed the public distribution of food grains, the litigation was expanded to apply to all state governments and to address larger, more complex issues of hunger, unemployment, and food security.

PUCL, directed to date by a series of interim orders, has yet to be awarded a final, closing judgment and the case remains open at the time of writing. The interim orders issued by the Supreme Court, orders that have directed both the litigation and the legal entitlements they have protected since July 2001, will remain applicable as law for the duration of

15. The Food Corporation of India (FCI) is a statutory corporation fully controlled and managed by the Government of India. FCI is the nodal agency for the procurement and storage of foodgrains in India. “The [FCI] was setup under the Food Corporation Act of 1964, in order to fulfill [the] following objectives of the Food Policy: [e]ffective price support operations for safeguarding the interests of farmers; d]istribution of foodgrains throughout the country for [the] public distribution system; and m]aintaining satisfactory level[s] of operational and buffer stocks of foodgrains to ensure National Food Security,” Food Corp. of India, http://fciweb.nic.in/Stocks/About_us.htm (last visited Mar. 5, 2010). Distribution of foodgrains through the public distribution system (PDS), however, is jointly managed by the central and state governments. The Department of Food and Public Distribution, a central agency that acts under the authority of the Government of India, directs the distribution of the food grains to fulfill state PDS quotas. The Department of Food and Public Distribution manages India’s food economy and operates to fulfill its dual objectives of ensuring remunerative rates for farmers and supplying food grains at reasonable prices to consumers through the PDS. Writ Petition, supra note 9, ¶ 4.
17. See supra note 11.
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the case. The final status of the food schemes protected by PUCL as legal entitlements ultimately depends on their incorporation into the Supreme Court’s closing orders or, alternatively, their codification into law by legislative bodies. On June 4, 2009, the President of India publicly declared her support for such legislation, announcing in her address to the national parliament that her government “proposes to enact a new law—the National Food Security Act—that will provide a statutory basis for a framework which assures food security for all.” Currently, an Empowered Group of Ministers (EGoM) at the federal level is working on a food security bill, to be formally proposed and debated in Parliament. This section details the social and economic context in which the writ petition PUCL was launched and documents the development of the case through Supreme Court interim orders.

A. Beginnings: Hunger Amid Plenty

Analyzing the economic context in which PUCL was filed provides valuable insight into the petition’s requests and questions of law. At the time of filing, the state of Rajasthan suffered from severe drought, the consequences of which were exacerbated by government failure to provide the required employment and food relief as mandated by its Famine Code of 1962. In a memorandum on scarcity published by the state of Rajasthan in 1999, it was estimated that 73.6 percent of villages in the state were affected by drought and in need of relief. At the same time, national health surveys reported malnutrition rates of nearly 50 percent of all children in Rajasthan and estimated that almost half of the state’s

19. For more information about the case, see COLIN GONSALVES ET AL., RIGHT TO FOOD: COMMISSIONS REPORTS, SUPREME COURT ORDERS, NHRC REPORTS (2d ed. 2005).
22. The Writ Petition identified three requirements imposed by the Famine Code of 1962:

Accordingly, in times of drought, the Code requires the Relief Commissioner to: a. arrange for provision of funds to undertake relief measures; b. to formulate proposals to set-up an organization to deal with the scarcity or famine conditions; and c. to co-ordinate activities of different departments and local bodies to provide effective relief.

See Writ Petition, supra note 9, ¶ 30.
23. See RELIEF DEP’T, GOV’T OF RAJASTHAN, MEMORANDUM ON SCARCITY, SAMVAT 2056 (1999), reprinted in Writ Petition, supra note 9, Annexure P-12 at 221.
rural population lived below the poverty line.\textsuperscript{24} By the third year of drought, 2000–2001, reports of acute hunger and starvation deaths were being covered across the state.\textsuperscript{25} Despite policy mandating otherwise, employment relief had not been issued, nor had subsidized food been provided to all eligible beneficiaries.\textsuperscript{26}

Government failure to adequately address hunger was particularly egregious in light of the surplus amount of food grains being stored in FCI silos, or “godowns,”\textsuperscript{27} in the state of Rajasthan. Close to 50 million tons of grain lay unused in FCI storage, an excess of grain substantially higher than the federally required buffer stock.\textsuperscript{28} Studies undertaken by the petitioners demonstrated inadequate procurement and provision of grain on both national and state levels. Not only had surplus FCI stocks not been released to states requesting them for relief purposes, but state governments had not, in the first instance prior to the drought emergencies, purchased the minimum necessary amount of grain allotted to them under the Public Distribution System (PDS) quota on grounds of financial deficits.\textsuperscript{29} PUCL was subsequently filed as a response to this state and central government failure to address acute hunger and starvation deaths in a time of surplus. The writ petition sought a Supreme Court direction to state and central governments to abide by their common duty to enforce the right to life of all persons by providing effective drought relief and distribution of food grains.\textsuperscript{30}

The writ petition raised questions of law pertaining to whether the right to life under Article 21 of the Constitution of India includes the right to food and whether this right to food, as upheld by the Supreme Court in Francis Coralie Mullin v. The Administrator,\textsuperscript{31} implies that the State has a duty to provide food to people who are affected by drought and are not in a position to purchase food.\textsuperscript{32} The Petitioners argued that the State did have such a duty, that the right to life did include a right to food, and that the state and central governments were therefore duty-bound to start relief

\textsuperscript{24} Gonsalves, supra note 19, at 10.
\textsuperscript{25} Id. at 5.
\textsuperscript{26} As per the guidelines of the Targeted Public Distribution System, only those families designated as Below Poverty Line (BPL) are eligible to purchase food at subsidized rates. See id. at 14-15.
\textsuperscript{27} Hereinafter, this paper adopts the People’s Union for Civil Liberties terminology of “godowns” when referencing FCI storage units. See Writ Petition, supra note 9, ¶¶ 5, 11, 12, 18, 45.
\textsuperscript{28} Id.
\textsuperscript{29} Id. ¶ 14.
\textsuperscript{30} See generally Writ Petition, supra note 9.
\textsuperscript{31} Francis Coralie Mullin v. Adm’r, (1981) 2 S.C.R. 516, 518 (India) (“The right to life includes the right to live with human dignity and all that goes along with it, namely, the bare necessities of life, such as adequate nutrition . . . .”).
\textsuperscript{32} Writ Petition, supra note 9, ¶ 50.
works and distribute grain. As a result, the Petitioners requested that the court issue a writ of mandamus or any other appropriate order to: (1) direct the state and central governments to enforce the Famine Code; (2) direct the Government of India and the FCI to release surplus food grains lying in storage for relief to drought affected areas; and, (3) direct all Respondents to revisit the PDS and “frame a fresh scheme of public distribution for scientific and reasonable distribution of grains.”

The petitioners issued their requests on the grounds that the respondent governments had already established standards for themselves in the Famine Code, Article 21 of the Constitution, and the Supreme Court precedent explicating a right to life inclusive of the right to food. With the Supreme Court’s response, issued on July 23, 2001, PUCL was officially opened as a PIL case. Considering the petition not as adversarial litigation between two parties but as government injury to the public interest and therefore a concern for all—as per the nature of PIL—the first Supreme Court interim order directed respondent governments to submit reply affidavits and, in the meantime, to see that all PDS shops, if closed, were re-opened and functioning.

B. Development of the Case and Its Interim Orders

Since 2001, subsequent interim orders for PUCL have served to define gradually, and with increasing detail, India’s constitutional right to food. While early interim orders mainly addressed the public distribution of foodgrains to families and persons falling below the poverty line, the Supreme Court order of November 28, 2001 critically and expansively transformed PUCL. In this defining order, the Supreme Court essentially redefined government schemes as constitutionally protected legal

33. Id.
34. Id.
35. Id. ¶ 17, 50. See also Chameli Singh v. State of U.P. A.I.R. 1996 S.C. 1051, 1053 (India) (“The right to live as a human being . . . is secured only when [a man] is assured of all facilities to develop himself and is freed from restrictions which inhibit his growth.”); Mullin, (1981) 2 S.C.R. at 518.
36. Further discussion of the PIL system is included infra in Part II.B.
37. The Supreme Court clearly expressed the importance of the PDS to provide foodgrains for those without sufficient access to food:

In our opinion, what is of utmost importance is to see that food is provided to the aged, infirm, disabled, destitute women, destitute men who are in danger of starvation, pregnant and lactating women and destitute children, especially in cases where they or members of their family do not have sufficient funds to provide food for them.

People’s Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India, Writ Petition (Civil) No. 196 of 2001 (India) (July 23, 2001 interim order).
38. See, e.g., id. (Aug. 20, 2001 interim order); id. (Sept. 19, 2001 interim order).
entitlements. The Court not only identified which food schemes constituted legal entitlements under the constitutional right to food, but also outlined in detail how those government schemes were to be implemented. This order directed the government to implement, in specific manners, the following food-related schemes: (1) the Targeted Public Distribution Scheme (TPDS); (2) Antyodaya Anna Yojana (AAY); (3) the Mid-Day Meal Scheme (MDMS); (4) the National Old Age Pension Scheme (NOAPS); (5) the Annapurna Scheme; (6) the Integrated Child Development Scheme (ICDS); (7) the National Maternity Benefit Scheme (NMBS); and (8) the National Family Benefit Scheme. Finally, the order not only established which policies governments were obligated to implement, but also identified whom it would hold accountable in the event of noncompliance.

By engaging in something strikingly close to lawmaking, the Supreme Court has, through its series of interim orders, gradually defined the right to food in terms of what policies are required of the state and central governments in order for them to adequately fulfill their constitutional obligation under Article 21. Notable modifications to government schemes (and therefore the right to food) have evolved in subsequent orders, reflecting an interesting display of judicial activism regarding food policy. Notable developments in recent years have included the universalization of the ICDS, mandated continuance of the MDMS in schools in drought affected areas over summer vacations, court directives to neither modify nor discontinue any scheme covered in previous orders without the prior permission of the Supreme Court, and annual doubled allocation of both cash and food grains for the Sampoorna Gramin Rozgar Yojana “food for work” employment program during the months of May, June, and July. At the time of writing, the most recent

39. Id. (Nov. 28, 2001 interim order).
40. Id. (Nov. 28, 2001 interim order).
41. Most of the interim orders are comprised of directions to the state and central governments. In the case of the state governments, the Chief Secretary is answerable to the Court on behalf of the government. In regards to the Central Government, the person whom the Court will hold responsible depends on the department or ministry to which it addressed its directions. If an order is addressed to a department or ministry, then the secretary of that relevant department or ministry is responsible for implementation. Should the order be addressed to the Central Government, however, the Attorney General will serve as representative for the Government of India. See, e.g., id. (Nov. 28, 2001 interim order); id. (Oct. 29, 2002 interim order).
42. People’s Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India, Writ Petition (Civil) No. 196 of 2001 (India) (Apr. 29, 2004 interim order); id. (Oct. 7, 2004 interim order).
43. Id. (Apr. 20, 2004 interim order).
44. Id. (Apr. 27, 2004 interim order).
45. Id. (May 2, 2003 interim order); id. (Apr. 20, 2004 interim order).
interim order was issued in January 27, 2010; as the case remains open to date, additional petitions may still be brought and the content of the case may still be expanded.

The case as it stands today entitles all persons to those benefits and government schemes articulated in the order of November 28, 2001, with substantial expansions for some schemes, such as the ICDS and the MDMS, over the last nine years. While the concrete ramifications of PUCL are perhaps somewhat narrow in that the case directs the government to implement schemes it had already enacted for itself, the Supreme Court has, in many ways, been quite radical both in its objective to make justiciable an affirmative right to food and in its means and methods of enforcing that right.

These achievements, however, substantially depended on a particularly ripe legal and political environment and on the contributions of the PUCL Commission for the Supreme Court, a federal oversight body appointed by the Court to monitor and enforce the interim orders, and the Right Food Campaign, a network of civil society organizations. We turn now to a discussion of the integral factors, both formal and informal, that contributed to the explication and implementation of the right to food in India.

II. Legal Foundations For The Right to Food

A. The Global Context: The International Human Right to Food

Before beginning our discussion on India’s specific jurisprudential progression towards finding and founding a constitutional right to food, it is important to note that adequate legal guarantees to the right to food existed prior to the establishment of a right to food in India. Indeed, the right to food has been enshrined in international legal documents for over half a century and is a part of the modern international human rights framework that has both influenced and been influenced by India. However, unlike more general international agreements, national action on behalf of the right to food, such as the PUCL litigation in India, requires an effort by the state to produce a more detailed development of the right and its contextual operationalization. The domestic contexts in

46. Id. (Jan. 27, 2010 interim order).
47. See, e.g., id. (Dec. 13, 2006 interim order); id. (May 2, 2003 interim order); id. (Apr. 20, 2004 interim order).
which the right is operationalized are sufficiently diverse such that both national and local actions are necessary to adequately respond to the needs on the ground. Moreover, changing national and local situations also necessitates the construction of a more flexible framework of national action so that urgent right to food violations may be quickly addressed. Thus, international human rights law regarding the right to food relies largely on national action for implementation. That being said, the national and the international human right to food interact and inform each other. Progress at one level can be translated into progress at the other, and so it is important to understand the larger international framework in which the Supreme Court case exists.

There is no shortage of international legal documents enshrining the right to food to which India is a party. Access to food was first declared a right in the United Nations’ 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and shortly thereafter was enshrined in the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), to which India is a party. The Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights has further defined the right to food provided for in the ICESCR in its General Comment 12. Other international legal instruments that India has ratified and that further articulate the right to food include the Convention on the Rights of the Child and the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women. In addition to these legal obligations, India has signed up to such political declarations as the 1996 Rome Declaration of the World Food Summit, thereby

52. See Ratification of International Human Rights Treaties—India, supra note 49.
53. U.N. Econ. & Soc. Council [ECOSOC], Comm. on Econ., Soc., and Cultural Rights, Substantive Issues Arising in the Implementation of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights: The Right to Adequate Food (Art. 11), E/C.12/1999/5 (May 12, 1999) (defining the right to food as realized when “every man, woman and child, alone or in community with others, has physical and economic access at all times to adequate food or means for its procurement”).
pledging its political commitment to ensuring its citizens access to adequate food.\textsuperscript{56} Despite declaring that such a right exists, none of these legal texts is particularly specific in defining what a state party must do in order to ensure the right to food.\textsuperscript{57} Thus it is particularly important for states, such as India, to give shape to this right through national programs.

Interestingly, while India’s right to food has legal precedent in international human rights law and international legal frameworks, most of the work to enforce and fulfill a right to food has not been presented in international human rights language. Rather, the right to food has been framed primarily as a \textit{national} fundamental right, founded on unique principles of Indian constitutional law.\textsuperscript{58} Indeed, India’s right to food is reflective of a commitment to ensuring a baseline of nutrition for its constituents through the operationalization of domestic legal institutions and governance structures.\textsuperscript{59} This adherence to domestic human rights norms is perhaps best conveyed in the textual language of both the petitions and interim orders encompassed by the \textit{PUCL} litigation. These draw primarily on arguments founded on domestic legislation and legal precedent and not on India’s obligations to uphold or fulfill rights articulated in international human rights treaties and agreements.\textsuperscript{60}

India’s reliance on domestic law to identify, adjudicate, and implement a constitutional right to food reflects a more general confidence in its own sovereignty and position vis-à-vis international human rights bodies when it comes to espousing and upholding human rights. While the Indian Constitution requires the State to “foster respect for international law and treaty obligations,”\textsuperscript{61} greater institutional emphasis is placed on internalizing those norms and strengthening the capacity of national instruments to deliver on them. This commitment to enforcing

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item[56.] World Food Summit, Rome, Italy, Nov. 13-17, 1996, \textit{Rome Declaration on World Food Security} (Nov. 13, 1996), available at http://www.fao.org/docrep/003/w3613e/w3613e00.HTM (“We pledge our political will and our common and national commitment to achieving food security for all . . .”); World Food Summit, Rome, Italy, Nov. 13-17, 1996, \textit{World Food Summit Plan of Action}, available at http://www.fao.org/docrep/003/w3613e/w3613e00.HTM (“Food security exists when all people, at all times, have physical and economic access to sufficient, safe and nutritious food to meet their dietary needs and food preferences for an active and healthy life.”).
\item[57.] A particularly useful framework for conceptualizing what the right to food should entail is articulated by ECOSOC, \textit{supra} note 53 (explaining that the parties to the ICESCR are obligated to respect, protect, and fulfill this right).
\item[58.] Francis Coralie Mullin v. Adm’r, (1981) 2 S.C.R. 516, 518 (India); People’s Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India, Writ Petition (Civil) No. 196 of 2001 (India).
\item[59.] People’s Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India, Writ Petition (Civil) No. 196 of 2001 (India).
\item[60.] \textit{Id}.
\item[61.] \textit{India Const.} art. 51.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
human rights through domestic means is reflected in India’s third periodic report submitted under Article 40 of the International Convention on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) to the Human Rights Committee, which states:

India firmly believes that in the matter of implementation of the provisions of the Covenant, what is of paramount importance is the country’s overall performance and its resolve to translate into reality the enjoyment of right by its people, to be viewed from the Constitution and the laws as well as the effectiveness of the machinery it provides for enforcement of the rights.

India’s dedication to its Constitution and laws is illustrated in an analysis by Rajat Rana of 46 Supreme Court decisions regarding human rights from the years 1997–2008, which suggests that the Supreme Court rarely relies on or follows international human rights norms in reaching a decision. While the justices mention international human rights norms in their opinions, those norms do not regularly play a significant role in reaching a final decision. Rather, emphasis is on the Court’s own precedents. Further analysis of Supreme Court cases suggests that the Court is likely to explicitly follow international human rights norms in reaching a decision only in the absence of any domestic law that provides for effective enforcement of the human rights in question. In Apparel Export Promotion Council v. A.K. Chopra, for example, the Court notes that “courts are under an obligation to give due regard to the International Conventions and Norms for construing domestic laws more so when there is no inconsistency between them and there is a void in domestic law.”

That India has not signed the Optional Protocol to the ICESCR is perhaps further evidence of its preferred reliance on domestic mechanisms to protect, promote, and fulfill the right to food and its reluctance to share the authority to do so with external or international adjudicative bodies.

65. See, e.g., id.
67. Id. at 634.
Thus, though subject to the ICESCR and other international legal documents promoting economic and social rights, India relies mostly on domestic law and has devoted the majority of its attention to incorporating human rights, such as the right to food, into the Indian Constitution. Given that the right to food in the Indian context has been founded and fought within a domestic legal framework, it is to this framework that we now direct our discussion.

B. India’s Constitutional Provisions for the Right to Food: History and Development

The Constitution of India both explicitly and implicitly provides for a right to food, thereby offering robust national protection that is likely more accessible to Indian citizens than similar safeguards provided by international bodies. 69 Explicitly, Article 47, located in the Directive Principles section of the Constitution, creates a “[d]uty of the State to raise the level of nutrition and the standard of living and to improve public health.” 70 Given the aspirational and non-justiciable nature of the Directive Principles, however, most of the development of the right to food has occurred within the context of Article 21, which includes a right to life and is located within the enforceable and justiciable Fundamental Rights section of the Constitution. 71

The fact that PUCL transformed food programs into legally enforceable entitlements is particularly significant in light of the origins and framework of the Indian Constitution, as the Constitution emphasizes civil and political rights (CPR) over economic, social, and cultural rights (ESCR), by placing ESCR—such as the right to food—under the heading of non-justiciable “directive principles of state policy.” 72 Only through judicial orders promulgated through PUCL and its preceding litigation have ESCR been made judicially enforceable in India as constitutional rights.

69. In general, domestic institutions are literally more accessible—they are geographically closer and their proceedings are conducted in a similar language to the one of the rights holder. The principle of exhaustion—that rights holders must exhaust domestic remedies before seeking redress and remedy at the international level—also makes domestic institutions a more likely starting point for those pursuing human rights claims.
70. Comment to Article 47 explains:

The State shall regard the raising of the level of nutrition and the standard of living of its people and the improvement of public health as among its primary duties and, in particular, the State shall endeavor to bring about prohibition of the consumption except for medicinal purposes of intoxicating drinks and of drugs which are injurious to health.

INDIA CONST. art. 47 cmt.
71. INDIA CONST. art. 21. See Writ Petition, supra note 9, at ¶ 26.
72. See generally INDIA CONST.
In order to provide a comprehensive analysis of how and why the Supreme Court came to recognize the right to food as a justiciable fundamental right, rather than as an aspirational judicial principle, this section provides a thorough analysis of India’s Constitution and judicial traditions, and of the contemporary legal environment immediately preceding and surrounding the original PUCL petition, as well.

We begin by briefly tracing the drafting of the Indian Constitution, outlining its journey from colonial independence to its current state as a judicial basis for robust furtherance of social and economic rights. Assessing the Constitution as it functions today, we next examine the right to food’s constitutional foundation. Finally, we analyze India’s tradition of judicial activism and how the Court has used constitutional interpretation to bypass legislative action. We conclude by looking at how such activism has led to a revolutionary cause of action, the PIL, and discuss how the PIL has made possible a host of social and economic rights claims, including the right to food.

1. A Revolutionary Constitution

The realization of a right to food in India has been largely dependent on revolutionary aspects of the Indian Constitution that provide for comparatively easy incorporation of human rights principles into Indian constitutional law, especially in regards to ESCR. India’s constitution was born out of the struggle against colonialism and reflects revolutionary principles that appear progressive even today. At the same time, it is also a recognizably twentieth century Cold War Document in that it embodies the conflict between CPR in the “Western” world and ESCR in the Communist world. The drafting history of the Indian Constitution sheds light on these tensions and the balance between rights that it has achieved.

One reading of India’s constitution is that its framers were caught between crafting a constitution appropriate to the Indian context and

73. Granville Austin commented that “[t]he Indian Constitution is first and foremost a social document. The majority of its provisions are either directly aimed at furthering the goals of social revolution or attempt to foster this revolution by establishing the conditions necessary for its achievement.” P.L. MEHTA & NEENA VERMA, HUMAN RIGHTS UNDER THE INDIAN CONSTITUTION: THE PHILOSOPHY AND JUDICIAL GERRYMANDERING 42 (1999) (quoting GRANVILLE AUSTIN, THE INDIAN CONSTITUTION: CORNERSTONE OF A NATION 245 (1966)).

74. This division of two “generations” of rights should be understood in the Cold War context in which it was crafted. India’s constitutional drafters worked contemporaneously with and with reference to the drafters of the Universal Convention, the ICCPR, and the ICESCR. See, e.g., id. at 41 (“Most of the Articles of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948 and two International Covenants are building blocks of human rights jurisprudence in India.”). Commentators have noted that “it strikes a peculiar balance between [an individual’s] political rights and socio-economic justice.” Id. at 42.
replicating existing common law constitutions. Historical accounts indicate that the earliest constitutional movement focused on CPR rather than ESCR. This emphasis can be explained by the limited models of constitutions available as references at the time. In addition to looking to British rights, India’s constitutional drafters turned to the Constitution of the United States, the Constitution of the Irish Free State of 1921, and the Constitution of Canada. Thus, India’s initial constitutional references were limited to former Commonwealth countries whose constitutions predominantly emphasized CPR.

ESCR do, nevertheless, occupy an important place in the Indian Constitution: India was ultimately established as a social welfare state and its Constitution has defined and recognized justice as social, economic, and

75. In addition to referencing British rights, India’s constitutional drafters turned to the Constitution of the Irish Free State of 1921, the Constitution of the United States, and the Constitution of Canada. SHASHI P. MISRA, FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS AND THE SUPREME COURT: REASONABLENESS OF RESTRICTIONS 27 (1985). Yet, the context in which the Indian Constitution was being drafted was one that prompted a closer look at social and economic rights. “At the time of independence in 1947, India was in the grip of a serious food crisis...” S.S. Acharya, National Food Policies Impacting on Food Security: The Experience of a Large Populated Country—India, in FOOD INSECURITY, VULNERABILITY AND HUMAN RIGHTS FAILURE 3 (Basudeb Guha-Khasnobis et al. eds., United Nations Univ. 2007). The drafting history of Articles 21 and 22 provides records that the drafters discussed the post-colonial nature of the Constitution and their unique post-colonial obligations to protect the rights of the most vulnerable populations. Statements were made admonishing against a repetition of British domination: “[T]his autocracy is in our blood and it is showing signs everywhere... We are ruling our people in a manner much less generous than the aliens did:... if you want to safeguard the freedom of the people and their liberty, there should be a more radical provision in the Constitution than what has been proposed [in the current draft of Article 21].” B.L. HANSARIA, RIGHT TO LIFE AND LIBERTY UNDER THE CONSTITUTION: A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF ARTICLE 21, at 13 (1993). Drafters also made reference to the need for wider judicial review as providing the flexibility future generations of rights holders would require. “[J.H. Larry] was of the view that if the clause [Article 21] stood as it was, ‘the whole Constitution becomes lifeless.’ So, unless the amendment was accepted, Larry said, ‘You will not earn the gratitude of future generations.’” Id. at 9. This indicates that Article 21’s drafters contemplated the idea of a “living” constitution sufficiently adaptable to changing conditions so as to continuously provide and protect human rights. Id. The resulting original document is thus a blend between the two forces of existing common law constitutions and the unique Indian context.

76. See, e.g., HANSARIA, supra note 75, at 7.
78. HANSARIA, supra note 75, at 7. The drafters also referenced Articles 31 to 34 of the Japanese Constitution. These articles of the Japanese Constitution were drafted by the United States and enumerated defense rights such as right to counsel. Id.
79. The preamble designates India as a “socialist... republic.” INDIA CONST. pmbl.; MEHTA, supra note 73, at 46 (“The directive principles [enunciated in India’s constitution] aim at the betterment of the individual as an integrated component of the society. Elimination of inequality of income opportunities and status and securing a just social order, is the philosophical foundation of Part IV, embodying the concept of the welfare state.”).
However, after constitution drafting was resumed upon India’s independence in 1947, the economic and social rights articulated in the Constitution were distinguished from justiciable civil and political “fundamental rights.” The ESCR enumerated in Articles 36 through 51 were labeled “directive principles,” deemed non-justiciable, and accompanied by the instruction that “[t]he provisions contained in this Part shall not be enforceable by any court.”

Though the Indian Constitution is arguably somewhat paradoxical in its incorporation of ESCR but refusal to attach any enforceability to them, this inherent contradiction can be explained by India’s holistic understanding of its Constitution and the interdependent relationship between its “fundamental rights” and its “directive principles.” Indeed, while the Constitution distinguishes between CPR and ESCR, it also embodies a synthesis of the two. The structure and drafting history of the Indian Constitution eschews a strict dichotomy between CPR and ESCR, implying instead an inseparable relationship between the two that is often obscured and misinterpreted due to the difference in the modes of realization that the drafters had envisioned for them. Structurally, the Indian Supreme Court’s constitutional construction frequently refers to the equal importance of and relationship between the Preamble, Fundamental Rights, and Directive Principles. Additionally, the drafting history of the Constitution strongly suggests that the division into judicially and non-judicially enforceable sections was meant to be a temporary deference to India’s status as a newly independent state still suffering under the weight of colonialism:

The Non-enforceability clause only provides that the infant state shall not be immediately called upon to account for not fulfilling the new obligations laid down upon it. A state just awakened to freedom with its many pre-occupations might be crushed under

80. Mehta explains the interplay between the social, economic, and political principles enunciated in the Indian constitution:


Its core principles make the people of India the ultimate sovereign, the country socialist, democratic and republican in character in order to secure to all its citizens justice—social, economic and political.

81. See India Const. arts. 36-51.
82. Id. art. 37.
83. MEHTA, supra note 73, at 47.
84. Commentators, such as Subhash C. Kashyap, have noted this essential relationship and stated that “the democratic socialisms spelt out in the Preamble and Directive Principles of our Constitution is meant to provide the rich content in which the fulfillment of the Fundamental Rights has to be achieved.” MEHTA, supra note 73, at 47.
the burden unless it was free to decide the order, the time, the
place and the mode of fulfilling them.\textsuperscript{85}

The temporary nature of the distinction and the interdependence be-
tween the two sections of the Constitution in turn lends constitutional
backing to the more recent judicial dismantling of these barriers, dis-
cussed in further detail below.

2. The History of Article 21, The Right to Life

Evidence of constitutional synthesis between CPR and ESCR in the
Indian context is perhaps nowhere more apparent than in the Supreme
Court’s interpretation of and judicial activism with respect to Article 21,
a fundamental principle that protects the right to life. Article 21 of the
Indian Constitution has been interpreted by the Indian Supreme Court to
mean the right to life with dignity.\textsuperscript{86} Most importantly, the Court has fur-
ther interpreted the right to life with dignity to include the right to food,
affirmatively incorporating the right to food—originally a directive prin-
ciple—into Article 21 and thereby transforming it into a justiciable and
enforceable fundamental right.\textsuperscript{87}

This act of judicial interpretation is particularly interesting, given
that nothing in the plain text of Article 21 indicates that it should be read
to include this or any other ESCR. While the drafters worded Article
21’s title broadly—“Protection of Life and Personal Liberty”—the
text—“No person shall be deprived of his life or personal liberty except
according to procedure established by law”—seems focused on judicial
safeguards such as protections against arbitrary arrest and detention.\textsuperscript{88}
Article 21’s location in the Constitution also implies that it was origi-
nally constructed as a procedural guarantee against the arbitrary
deprivation of liberty. It is sandwiched between Articles 20, “Protection
in respect of conviction for offenses,” and 22, “Protection against arrest
and detention in certain cases,” whose titles and text leave little room for
more expansive interpretations. However, unlike Articles 20 and 22,
which are much more detailed, the drafters wrote Article 21 without any
reference to specific criminal procedure.\textsuperscript{89} Article 21’s relatively broad

\textsuperscript{85.} \textsuperscript{86.} \textsuperscript{87.} \textsuperscript{88.} \textsuperscript{89.}
language thus perhaps affords some judicial latitude when interpreting the right to life.

The drafting history of Article 21 also supports the idea that the drafters intended it as a protection for the rights of the accused. The plain text of Article 21 will be familiar to American readers, as it is modeled on the 5th and 14th amendments of the U.S. Constitution. Over the two years or so that it took to develop the Indian Constitution, drafters presented various versions of Article 21 and debated the scope of judicial review that would be constitutionally granted to Supreme Court justices. Proponents of more modest judicial review carried the day. At no point did the protracted debate reference ESCR or other types of rights that should be made available under Article 21. The presence of prolonged debate regarding competing ideas for Article 21 and the absence of reference to broader notions of “life,” together with the decision not to include language supporting broader judicial review, suggests that judicial interpretation has transformed Article 21 into something very different than what was originally envisioned by the drafters.

As PUCL demonstrates, the Indian Supreme Court has taken significant strides away from the original meaning of Article 21. However, the interpretation of Article 21 as including the right to food is not without a constitutional basis. The drafting history of the Constitution is supportive of the flexible, human rights oriented approach to constitutional interpretation embodied by the expansion of Article 21. While jurists of other Commonwealth jurisdictions might recoil at the idea of importing principles located in a section entitled “Directive” and designated as non-justiciable into an Article located in a section denoted as “Fundamental” and judicially enforceable, Indian legal history not only tolerates but upholds this move.

numbered Articles 15 and 15A, also indicates their close relationship: It was due to the intention to protect against arbitrary arrest and detention “that article 15A was introduced ‘making . . . . compensation for what was done then in passing Article 15.’ In other words ‘the substance of the law of due process’ was being provided by the introduction of Article 15A.” Id. at 11 (quoting Constituent Assembly Debates, Vol. IX, 1497).

90. See id. at 6.

91. The drafters that favored more power in the judiciary advocated the inclusion of the phrase “in accordance with due process” so that judges could rule on whether the law was just and fair as opposed to simply applying the black letter of the law. This language was not included in the final text. Its exclusion indicates that a majority of the founders were against wide powers of judicial review, at least in this specific context. See id. at 7–10.

92. See supra note 75.
3. The Constitutional Basis for Judicial “Activism”: A Human Rights Based Approach to Constitutional Interpretation

The Indian Supreme Court has occupied a key place in the procurement of the Constitution’s guarantees since the Constitution’s drafting. The Constituent Assembly originally described the Court as “the guardian of the social revolution” that they hoped to codify and further in the Constitution. As previously mentioned, the Constitution’s drafting history indicates that the non-enforceable nature of the Directive Principles was intended to be temporary and modifiable when the country became ready to enforce them. As early as 1970, the Supreme Court addressed the Court’s mandate to progressively interpret the Constitution to realize the social and economic justice envisioned at India’s independence:

The provisions of the Constitution are not erected as the barriers to progress. They provide a plan for orderly progress towards the social order contemplated by the preamble to the Constitution. . . . [Part III and Part IV] are complementary and supplementary to each other . . . . The mandate of the Constitution is to build a welfare society in which justice social, economic and political shall inform all institutions of our national life. The hopes and aspirations aroused by the Constitution will be belied if the minimum needs of the lowest of our citizens are not met.”

The Court’s ability to independently interpret when society has reached the point at which the Directive Principles should be applied derives from its position as the final arbiter of every aspect of the Constitution, including constitutional amendments. Recent decisions and scholarly writing by judges anchor this judicial activism in the human rights purposes and ideals of the Constitution. More specifically, the

93. AUSTIN, supra note 73, at 169.
94. See supra note 85 and accompanying text.
96. Academics studying the influence of judicial activism on human rights have pointed out:

Let me make clear that the objective for which we are trying to use juristic activism is realization of social justice. Judges in India are not in an uncharted sea in the decision-making process. They have to justify their decision-making within the framework of constitutional values. This is nothing but another form of constitutionalism which is concerned with substantivization of social justice. I would call this appropriately “social activism”—activism which is directed towards achievement of social justice.

P.N. Bhagwati, Judicial Activism and Public Interest Litigation, 23 COLUM. J. TRANSNAT’L L. 561, 566 (1985). Justice Reddy provided a clear example of the role judicial activism has played in developing the relationship between Directive Principles and Fundamental Rights:
judiciary has taken up the struggles of "the poor, the weak, and the destitute" that "seek protection of the court against exploitation, injustice and tyranny."

This constitutional anchor articulates boundaries for judicial activism and should serve to prevent the judiciary from rolling back human rights or acting to preserve the status quo.

The Indian judiciary’s resort to the object and purpose of the Constitution as a whole and the need to review the Fundamental Rights in light of both the preamble and the Directive Principles might be termed the "basic structure principle." The basic structure principle is a method of constitutional interpretation that relies on the structural relationship between the Preamble, Fundamental Principles, and Directive Principles. The Supreme Court has utilized this principle in combination with the text of the Constitution, which denotes the Directive Principles as "fundamental." Referencing Article 37’s imperative that the Directive Principles are "fundamental in the governance of the country and [that] it

Because Fundamental Rights are justiciable and Directive Principles are not, it was assumed, in the beginning, that Fundamental Rights held a superior position under the Constitution than the Directive Principles, and that the latter were only of secondary importance as compared with the Fundamental Rights. That way of thinking is of the past and has become obsolete. It is now universally recognised that the difference between the Fundamental Rights and Directive Principles lies in this that Fundamental Rights are primarily aimed at assuring political freedoms to the citizens by protecting them against excessive State action while the Directive Principles are aimed at securing social and economic freedom by appropriate State action. The Fundamental Rights are intended to foster the ideal of a political democracy and to prevent the establishment of authoritarian rule but they are of no value unless they can be enforced by resort to Courts. So they are made justiciable . . . . It does not mean that Directive Principles are less important than Fundamental Rights or that they are not binding on the various organs of the State.


97. MEHTA, supra note 73, at 71.
98. Consider the commentary of Justice Bhagwati, which contemplates that judicial activism not rooted in the service of the poor could result in a preservation of the status quo:

Technical and juristic activism considered in isolation obscures our understanding of the purpose behind such activism. It is important to try to discover why a particular kind of judicial creativity has been adopted and to inquire into the purpose which it seeks to serve. It is the instrumental use of judicial activism that needs to be considered, for judicial activism cannot be divorced from the purpose it serves. It cannot be judged in the abstract: it can be evaluated only in terms of its social objective. Even where the judge adheres to formal notions of justice and claims not to be concerned with the social consequences of what he decides, it is often a thin disguise, for in many such cases his instrumental objective is to preserve the status quo.

Bhagwati, supra note 96, at 566.
shall be the duty of the State to apply these principles in making laws," judges have reasoned that they must use the Directive Principles as interpretive lenses for understanding both the Constitution and the laws passed by the legislature.

Thus, the modern Supreme Court has delineated a complimentary relationship between the Fundamental Rights and Directive Principles, the result of which is to engage in a synergistic dialectic between the two. Further, the Supreme Court has stated that Article 21 in particular should be read together with the Directive Principles. This relationship renders the “non-enforceable” Directive Principles properly justiciable in a court of law and instructs the Court to interpret Fundamental Principles, such as Article 21, as including Directive Principles, such as the right to food.

4. The Indian Supreme Court’s Use of Constitutional Interpretation to Bypass Legislative Action

The human rights purposes of the Constitution afford the judiciary the power to modify Article 21 without having to wait for legislative action. The Supreme Court has held that its charge of judicial review gives it the power to nullify on substantive grounds an amendment to the Constitution.

100. INDIA CONST. art. 37.
101. Judge Reddy remarked in Akhil that:

   Article 37 of the Constitution emphatically states that Directive Principles are nevertheless Fundamental in the governance of the country and it shall be the duty of the State to apply these principles in making laws. It follows that it becomes the duty of the Court to apply the Directive Principles in interpreting the Constitution and the laws. The Directive Principles should serve the Courts as a code of interpretation. Fundamental Rights should thus be interpreted in the light of the Directive Principles and the latter should, whenever and wherever possible, be read into the former. Every law attacked on the ground of infringement of a Fundamental Right should, among other considerations, be examined to find out if the law does not advance one or other of the Directive Principles or if it is not in discharge of some of the undoubted obligations of the State, constitutional or otherwise, towards its citizens or sections of its citizens, flowing out of the preamble, the Directive Principles and other provisions of the Constitution.

102. Kesavananda Bharati v. State of Kerala, (1973) 4 S.C.C 225 f 2070 (“Our decision. . . must depend upon the postulate of our Constitution which aims at bringing about a synthesis between ‘Fundamental Rights’ and the ‘Directive Principles of State Policy’, by giving to the former a pride of place and to the latter a place of permanence. Together, not individually, they form the core of the Constitution. Together, not individually, they constitute its true conscience.”).
103. See, e.g., TEHMITAN R. ANDHARYARUJINA, JUDICIAL ACTIVISM AND CONSTITUTIONAL DEMOCRACY IN INDIA 1 (1992) (“Four decades after the Constitution was brought into force, its most conspicuous feature has been the expansion of the Indian judiciary and its pre-eminence over the other two political branches of government viz., the legislature and executive.”).
Constitution if the amendment changes “the basic structure or framework of the Constitution,”\(^{104}\) making it the only Court in the world with the final say over the text and interpretation of the Constitution.\(^{105}\)

The Court’s human rights jurisprudence rests on its ability to review the various branches of government. Justification for such modifications derives from the role of the judiciary as a check on executive and legislative excess together with the role of the judiciary as the protectors of human rights.\(^{106}\)

Indeed, according to Chief Justice Bhagwati, “[t]he object of the Human Rights jurisprudence is to humanize State agencies and to make the State accountable to the use of power only for public good.”\(^{107}\) The inability of the legislature to violate the Fundamental Principles when making law\(^ {108}\) and

---


105. Nick Robinson states that the Indian Supreme Court has “come to sit as what amounts to a court of good governance over the rest of the government—some say seriously realigning India’s constitutionally envisioned separation of powers.” Nick Robinson, Expanding Judiciaries: India and the Rise of the Good Governance Court, 8 WASH. U. GLOBAL STUD. L. REV. 1, 3 (2009). He describes how at one point the Supreme Court struck down the amendment to the Constitution enacted under Indira Gandhi’s government in 1975 that would have removed judicial challenge to the Election law, thereby demonstrating its ability to have the final say on Constitutional amendments, particularly ones that limit the constitutional power and role of the Court. Id. at 31-32 (citing A.I.R. 1975 S.C. 2299, 2340).

106. See, e.g., Akhil Bharatiya Soshit Karamchari Sangh (Railway) v. Union of India, A.I.R. 1981 S.C. 298, 335 (Reddy, J., concurring). The role of the Supreme Court in what some would call “law making” or “governing” should not, however, be overstated:

It is unimaginable that any Court can compel a legislature to make a law. If the Court can compel Parliament to make laws then Parliamentary democracy would soon be reduced to an oligarchy of Judges. It is in this sense that the Constitution says that the Directive Principles shall not be enforceable by Courts.

Id. Likewise, the breadth of executive functions inherently limits the capacity of the judiciary to oversee government action:

The executive role of the court is, however, an eyewash. For, no one should hope, as the court itself did not, that it would supervise the routine administration of the country. It simply cannot. What it has succeeded in achieving is to stimulate the conscience of the nation in general and of the government in particular and reminded them of their solemn obligations.


108. Laws inconsistent with or in derogation of the fundamental rights.-

(1) All laws in force in the territory of India immediately before the commencement of this Constitution, in so far as they are inconsistent with the provisions of this Part, shall, to the extent of such inconsistency, be void.

(2) The State shall not make any law which takes away or abridges the rights conferred by this Part and any law made in contravention of this clause shall, to the extent of the contravention, be void.
Article 37’s command that the legislature must employ the Directive Principles when making law, combines with the Supreme Court’s power of judicial review and ability to enforce the Fundamental Principles located in Article 32 and its original jurisdiction over disputes that arise between the federal government and a state/states or between two states. It is this striking power exercised for the realization of the human rights articulated in the Constitution, these being in turn interpreted in light of the existing social context, which makes the Indian judiciary uniquely equipped to implement human rights obligations, such as the right to food.

5. Public Interest Litigation—A Judge-Made Human Rights Mechanism

The development of PIL, the mechanism utilized to litigate PUCL, further demonstrates that India’s judicial activism is anchored in the realization of human rights as articulated in India’s Constitution. In *S.P. Gupta and others v. Union of India and Others* (Judges’ Appointment

---

In this article, unless the context otherwise requires,—

(a) “law” includes any Ordinance, order, bye-law, rule, regulation, notification, custom or usage having in the territory of India the force of law;

(b) “laws in force” includes laws passed or made by a Legislature or other competent authority in the territory of India before the commencement of this Constitution and not previously repealed, notwithstanding that any such law or any part thereof may not be then in operation either at all or in particular areas.

109. Id. art. 37 (“The provisions contained in this Part shall not be enforced by any court, but the principles therein laid down are nevertheless fundamental in the governance of the country and it shall be the duty of the State to apply these principles in making laws.”).

110. Remedies for enforcement of rights conferred by this Part.

(1) The right to move the Supreme Court by appropriate proceedings for the enforcement of the rights conferred by this Part is guaranteed.

(2) The Supreme Court shall have power to issue directions or orders or writs, including writs in the nature of habeas corpus, mandamus, prohibition, quo warranto and certiorari, whichever may be appropriate, for the enforcement of any of the rights conferred by this part.

(3) Without prejudice to the powers conferred on the Supreme Court by clauses (1) and (2), Parliament may by law empower any other court to exercise within the local limits of its jurisdiction all or any of the powers exercisable by the Supreme Court under clause (2).

(4) The right guaranteed by this article shall not be suspended except as otherwise provided for by this Constitution.

Id. art 32. The Constitution grants India’s High Courts a parallel power of judicial review. See id. art. 226.
Chief Justice Bhagwati addressed the vexing problem of how cases of government injury to the public interest, rather than injury by a private party, can reach the court by creating PIL. The PIL system uniquely addresses situations in which there is compelling evidence of legal injury caused to the public interest but no individual with proper standing to bring a claim.\footnote{S.P. Gupta v. Union of India, \textit{A.I.R. 1982 S.C. 149} (India).}

Chief Justice Bhagwati undertook several innovative moves to create the PIL system. First, he removed the standing requirement present in private interest litigation, making it possible for any person to bring a case on behalf of others too impoverished or otherwise prevented by hardship from reaching the court.\footnote{\textit{S.P. Gupta v. Union of India, A.I.R. 1982 S.C. 149.}} This move appears radical in light of the historical weight of standing requirements, but it provides a mechanism that is adequately congruent to its end goal of addressing violations that create the social harms that obstruct the most vulnerable classes’ access to court. Second, he articulated a “new category of rights in favour of large sections of people,” meaning ESCR for the most impoverished, that gives rise to corresponding duties of the State.\footnote{\textit{Id.} at 524.} This move created a judicial mandate to use the Directive Principle to review the actions of coordinate branches, thereby changing the Court’s scope of review over other governmental branches. In order to perform the Court’s new duties on behalf of ESCR, Chief Justice Bhagwati modified the Court’s techniques of judicial review regarding administrative action and regulatory agencies by describing as imperative “active intervention of the State and other public authorities” in order to secure ESCR and protect the most vulnerable classes.\footnote{\textit{Id.} at 525 (“Amongst these social and economic rights are freedom from indigency, ignorance and discrimination as well as the right to a healthy environment, to social security and to protection from financial, commercial, corporate or even governmental oppression.”).}

This brings a decision by even a single government official into the scope of judicial review if it has an effect on the public interest.

\textit{PUCL} has further developed both PIL jurisprudence and constitutional interpretation of Article 21 as the right to life with dignity. Similar
to the reasoning behind the PIL system, the Court has cited Article 21 as a mechanism for ensuring and protecting the rights of the most vulnerable classes in its fulfillment of its duty to protect the general social welfare. In the same year that Chief Justice Bhagwati created PIL, the Court expanded the meaning of the right to life under Article 21 to mean the right to live with dignity rather than simply the right not to have one’s life taken. The Court articulated this right as including “necessaries . . . such as adequate nutrition.” PUCL joins a line of Article 21 cases that have found the constitutional right to life with dignity to include, among other things, the right to proper living conditions, the right to livelihood, and the right to health, all of which are closely related to the right to food.

India’s constitutional guarantee of a right to food is perhaps not unique amongst the world’s constitutions. According to the Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations, twenty-two national constitutions explicitly mention a right to food that applies to the entire national population, while several other constitutions provide for a right to food through a right to life with dignity or related social welfare rights.

116. In Vikram Deo Singh v. State of Bihar, A.I.R. 1988 S.C. 1782 (India), the Supreme Court explained the role of Article 21 in protecting the welfare of every Indian citizen:

We live in an age when this Court has demonstrated, while interpreting Article 21 of the Constitution, that every person is entitled to a quality of life consistent with his human personality. The right to live with human dignity is the fundamental right of every Indian citizen. And so . . . . the State recognises the need for maintaining establishments for the care of those unfortunates, both women and children, who are the castaways of an imperfect social order and for whom, therefore, of necessity, provision must be made for their protection and welfare.

Id. at 1783.

117. The Court expanded Article 21 to include a more comprehensive right to life as follows:

The right to life enshrined in Article 21 cannot be restricted to mere animal existence. It means something much more than just physical survival . . . .

The right to life includes the right to live with human dignity and all that goes along with it, namely, the bare necessities of life such as adequate nutrition, clothing and shelter and facilities for reading, writing and expressing oneself in diverse forms, freely moving about and mixing and commingling with fellow human beings.


118. Id.

119. See generally, e.g., People’s Union for Democratic Rights v. Union of India, A.I.R. 1982 S.C. 1473 (India).


122. FAO, Intergovernmental Working Group for the Elaboration of a Set of Voluntary Guidelines to Support the Progressive Realization of the Right to Adequate Food in the...
What is significant about the Indian example, however, is that the Supreme Court has taken these general legal obligations and given them teeth by specifically explicating the right in concrete policy terms and by establishing oversight mechanisms for the enforcement of this specific content. *PUCL* takes a great leap forward in advancing the right to food by providing specific definitions of what the right to food entails, clear demarcations regarding who receives the food, the form in which it is received, and, very importantly for purposes of enforcement, which bodies must provide for the right. *PUCL* thus sets India apart and makes it a leader amongst nations seeking to legally enforce the human right to food.

### III. Explicating and Implementing a Right to Food: The Campaign and the Commission

Made legally possible by the progressive interpretation of Article 21 of the Constitution and the development of the PIL system, *PUCL* has depended on a symbiotic relationship between the formal judicial system and civil society networks for its continuing success and expansion. Indeed, the respective and collective contributions of the Right to Food Campaign (Campaign) and the Supreme Court-ordered Commission (Commission) to the furtherance of the *PUCL* litigation have been integral to the realization of a right to food in India. Indeed, analyzing the origins and development of the right to food in India requires a thorough chronicling of the extra-judicial institutions that propelled the *PUCL* litigation and greatly influenced the maturity of the entitlements it protects today.

The following section illustrates the respective roles of the Campaign and the Commission in the founding and promotion of a right to food and details the symbiotic growth of the *PUCL* litigation and the Campaign. It analyzes specific examples of how both civil society and the Commission have been instrumental in both developing and implementing *PUCL* and court orders. Beginning with a brief explanation of the individual roles and mandates of the Campaign and Commission, it argues that this unique, interdependent relationship is at the heart of the realization of a right to food in India.

---

123. There is some indication that there is a global trend for the role of courts to shift toward the "good governance" role embodied by the Indian Supreme Court. See Robinson, *supra* note 105, at 59-66. However, even amongst leading human rights courts of the world (e.g., South Africa’s Constitutional Courts), India’s cases remain the most prolific and far-reaching.
A. The Campaign

The Right to Food Campaign is an informal network of organizations and individuals committed to achieving the right to food in India that has its origins in the PUCL petition submitted to the Supreme Court in April 2001. The Campaign in its current form operates as a decentralized association of independent food security-oriented organizations and is facilitated by a small steering group comprised of designated members of national networks and invited members of local food campaigns. Aside from an annual convention for Campaign-associated organizations and involved persons, affiliated organizations focus on individualized projects and are not necessarily beholden to Campaign objectives.
1. Advocating a Right to Food in the Supreme Court

The impact and critical contributions of the Campaign and Commission are evidenced most clearly in both the interlocutory applications filed by or on the behalf of the PUCL petitioners and the Supreme Court’s interim order responses. As an advisor to the right to food litigation, the Campaign continues to influence the case’s direction through both the Supreme Court and state high courts and plays a role in advancing and expanding food related schemes.127 Moreover, by acting as petitioners in the litigation and filing interlocutory applications asking for specific modifications, expansions, or ordered implementation of identified provisions, the Campaign continues to directly impact the concrete revision of policy as directed by the Supreme Court.128 The Campaign has continuously sought to modify government schemes to meet the needs of the people through its interlocutory applications,129 demonstrating a coordinated effort by civil society to create, modify, and improve policy through the courts.

The specificity of the interlocutory applications demonstrates the Campaign’s acute understanding of how the poor concretely experience government implementation of court-protected food schemes, as well as its commitment to adjusting food entitlements to directly meet the needs of the poor. While the original writ petition requested a more general order for enforcement of Rajasthan’s Famine Code,130 the interlocutory applications that followed the first interim order of July 23, 2001131 are far more detailed in their requests to the Supreme Court and in their demands of the state and central governments. Interlocutory Application No. 8 of 2001 (I.A. No. 8 of 2001), filed in August 2001, identifies specific social security schemes funded by the central government and requests that the Supreme Court direct the respondent governments to fully implement those schemes.132 I.A. No. 8 of 2001 notably contains requests for specific implementation of policies outlined in such detail as

127. The Right to Food Campaign both advises the direction of the litigation and sometimes its component organizations, such as the Human Rights Law Network, serve themselves as petitioners in the case by bringing claims in the Supreme Court and in state high courts. Interview with Colin Gonsalves, in Delhi, India (Jan. 2008); interview with Kavita Srivastava, in Rajasthan, India (Jan. 2008). See e.g., Human Rights Law Network, PILs & Cases, http://www.hrln.org/hrln/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&layout=blog&id=1 26&Itemid=153 (last visited May 31, 2010).

128. To date, the petitioners in the People’s Union for Civil Liberties litigation have filed over ninety interlocutory applications.

129. See supra note 127, 128 and accompanying text.

130. Writ Petition, supra note 9, Prayer for Relief.

131. People’s Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India, Petition (Civil) No. 196 of 2001, (July 23, 2001 interim order).

132. Interlocutory Application No. 8, People’s Union for Civil Liberties, Writ Petition (Civil) No. 196 of 2001 (India).
to include, for example, provisions for precise caloric amounts and food grain allocations. The trend of issuing detailed, concrete, and quantifiable requests to the Supreme Court concerning the right to food continues to date.

Campaign commitment to attend to immediate needs and prevent government abuse by recommending policy adjustments to the Supreme Court is perhaps most clearly evidenced in interlocutory applications addressing employment and food for work schemes, child nutrition programs, and the food grain PDS. In response to Campaign-initiated fact-finding reports on government implementation, the petitioners have regularly filed applications requesting court orders relevant to specific issues identified by civil society. In regards to the protection and expansion of child nutrition programs, for example, the Campaign has taken legal action to hold officials responsible in court for failed or inadequate implementation of the Mid-Day Meal Scheme, to stop the use of contractors for supplying supplementary nutrition to Integrated Child Development Scheme feeding centers, and to prevent government modification or discontinuance of benefit schemes without the prior permission of the Supreme Court.

In regards to defining the right to food, the involvement of the Campaign in the development of the petition and interlocutory applications has been central to defining a specific and enforceable right. Providing the data necessary to both determine basic nutritional necessities and expose deprivations of those minimum requisites of life, the Campaign

133. Id. at 17. The Petition requests, for example, that respondent governments implement the Mid-day Meal Scheme by providing every child in every government assisted school with a prepared mid-day meal with a minimum content of 300 calories and 8–12 grams of protein each day of school for a minimum of 200 days. Id.
134. As of January 2008, petitioners, persons, or organizations acting on behalf of the petitioners, and state and central governments have filed over eighty interlocutory applications in People’s Union for Civil Liberties, Writ Petition (Civil) No. 196 of 2001 (India).
136. Interlocutory Application Nos. 2, 3, 8, 14, 24, 26, 30, 34, 35, 57, People’s Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India, Writ Petition (Civil) No. 196 of 2001 (India).
137. Interlocutory Application Nos. 7, 8, 24, 28, 29, 30, 34, 35, 49, 54, People’s Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India, Writ Petition (Civil) No. 196 of 2001 (India).
138. Interlocutory Application Nos. 1, 24, 25, 29, 30, 41, 45, 51, 53, 55, 58, People’s Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India, Writ Petition (Civil) No. 196 of 2001 (India).
139. See Interlocutory Application No. 7, supra note 137.
140. People’s Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India, Writ Petition (Civil) No. 196 of 2001 (India) (Oct. 7, 2004 interim order); Interlocutory Application No. 60, People’s Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India, Writ Petition (Civil) No. 196 of 2001 (India).
141. Interlocutory Application No. 54, supra note 137.
has been critical to setting a legal floor for nutrition and food-related entitlements. The credibility of the Campaign has been validated by PUCL’s interim orders. Orders pertaining to child nutrition, for example, reflect the caloric and protein allotment and quality recommendations put forth by the petitioners, and directions for employment and food for work schemes, especially during the months of May, June, and July, have responded closely to specific requests made in interlocutory applications.

The Campaign has also played an important role in ensuring that disadvantaged groups, such as children, women, the elderly, and the disabled, are granted due attention in the interim orders. The Campaign has, for example, made certain that nutrition and right to food for children, an issue often absent from the political scene, has been identified and protected as a priority initiative.

Finally, in addition to affecting the case through directly filing its own interlocutory applications, the Campaign also indirectly influences development by providing information, accumulated data, and field reports to the Office of the Commissioners and to

142. See, e.g., Interlocutory Application No. 8, supra note 136.
143. People’s Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India, Writ Petition (Civil) No. 196 of 2001 (Dec. 13, 2006 interim order) (India); id. (Oct. 7, 2004 interim order); id. (Apr. 20, 2004 interim order); id. (Nov. 28, 2001 interim order).
144. Id. (May 2, 2003 interim order); id. (Apr. 20, 2004 interim order).
145. Relevant Supreme Court interim orders to child nutrition (ICDS, MDMS) include: id. (Dec. 13, 2006 interim order) (ordering the government of India to sanction and distribute a minimum number of feeding centers in an even manner starting forthwith, universalizing ICDS); id. (Oct. 7, 2004 interim order) (ordering that contractors shall not be used to supply supplementary nutrition [to ICDS]; BPL criteria should not be used as an eligibility condition for a child to use a feeding center; to increase the norm of one rupee to two per child per day; and that the Government of India should ensure funds are used to provide supplementary nutrition without delay); id. (Apr. 29, 2004 interim order) (ordering feeding centers be made fully operational immediately and supplementary nutrition to be served for a minimum of 300 days). In its May 2, 2003 interim order, the Court asserted:

The conversion costs for a cooked meal, under no circumstances, shall be recovered from the children or their parents. In appointment of cooks and helpers, preference shall be given to Dalits, Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. The Central Government shall make provisions for construction of kitchen sheds and shall also allocate funds to meet with the conversion costs of food-grains into cooked mid-day meals . . . . In drought affected areas, mid-day meal shall be supplied even during summer vacations.

Id. (May 2, 2003 interim order). The Court also directed state governments and Union Territories to implement the ICDS framework, requiring:

Those Governments providing dry rations instead of cooked meals must within three months start providing cooked meals in all Government and Government aided Primary Schools in half the Districts of the State (in order of poverty) and must within a further period of three months extend the provisions of cooked meals to the remaining parts of the State.

Id. (Nov. 28, 2001 interim order).
state advisors. These documents are incorporated into the reports submitted to the Supreme Court by the Commission; reports that often considerably shape Supreme Court orders.

2. Ensuring Government Implementation of the Right to Food Through Social Activism

Beyond its contributions to the development of interlocutory applications and Supreme Court orders, the Campaign has also been integral to the implementation and actual deliverance of the rights and entitlements handed down by the Supreme Court. While the Commission, discussed infra in Section B, has focused its interventions on communicating and negotiating with state and central government officials to facilitate improved implementation and provision of benefits, the Campaign has worked to build the civic base and public pressure necessary for compelling implementation and ensuring government accountability.

The key contributions of the Campaign to implementation have been focused on mobilizing people on the ground to know and demand their rights, and on facilitating collective action around the realization of the right to food through a wide range of activities, events, and tactics. To encourage public awareness of entitlements, the Campaign Secretariat prepares and publishes, in both Hindi and English, primers on Supreme Court orders, entitlement schemes, and accessing information from the government. Casting court orders and food scheme policy into layman’s terms, the Campaign Secretariat widely distributes these primers, as well as other pamphlets, posters, and information materials, to Campaign organizations and to locales across the country. The Campaign Secretariat also operates a website that posts upcoming and past events, updates on Supreme Court orders, and articles and field reports concerning the right to food and other related issues.


147. Interview with Dipa Singh, Assistant to the Comm’rs, Office of the Comm’rs to the Sup. Ct., in Delhi, India (Jan. 2008).


149. See supra note 146.

150. See supra note 146; see also Right to Food Campaign, About the Campaign: Secretariat, http://www.righttofoodindia.org/campaign/secretariat.html (last visited May 31, 2010)
Successful facilitation of social mobilization and collective action around the right to food has depended in part on two factors: (1) collaboration with other issue-oriented campaigns, such as the National Campaign for the People’s Right to Information (NCPRI) and (2) execution of pluralistic interventions at all levels of government. Firstly, the NCPRI and its successful lobbying for a codified Right to Information Act (RIA) has played a crucial role in the developing influence of the Right to Food Campaign. Allowing access by member organizations to government data pertaining to food and social security schemes and to the PDS, the RIA has made possible public awareness hearings on and social audits of government food and work schemes and social security programs. Moreover, it has made the information necessary for crafting compelling interlocutory applications for the PUCL litigation available to civil society groups. Likewise, in empowering stakeholders to report on financial aspects of implementation at local and state levels, the RIA has also facilitated the Commission’s monitoring of and reporting on government compliance with Supreme Court orders.

Borrowing the tactic of the social audit from the NCPRI, the Campaign has sought to use public hearings to equip the poor with a comprehensive understanding of government food schemes, which has the potential to generate a common demand for government accountability and refusal to accept noncompliance or unresponsiveness. These

---

151. Substantial overlap exists between the Right to Food Campaign and the NCPRI in regards to campaign leadership and tactics: several of the founding members of the NCPRI serve on the steering and advisory boards of the Right to Food Campaign, and the Right to Food Campaign has borrowed several of the techniques first exercised by the NCPRI, such as public hearings and social audits. Compare National Campaign for People’s Right to Information [NCPRI], Life Members, http://www.righttoinformation.info/member_life.htm (last visited May 31, 2010) (listing the founding members of NCPRI) with Right to Food Campaign, About the Campaign: Secretariat, Advisory Group, http://www.righttofoodindia.org/campaign/secretariat.html (last visited May 31, 2010) (listing members of the Advisory Group including individuals involved with NCPRI).


153. Interview with Aruna Roy, in Rajasthan, India (Jan. 2008); Interview with Jean Dreze, in Rajasthan, India (Jan. 2008).


155. Social audits and public hearings on government policies and right to food schemes aim to mobilize the poor to prioritize the right to food as a key element and entitlement in their lives and to empower the masses to understand and demand proper implementation of government policy. Social audits are essentially a collective method for analyzing official information;
hearings have been an effective response to the problem of hunger; acting as a first step towards breaking the cycle of poverty and disempowerment, public hearings are opportunities for people to learn about their entitlements and to voice their demands. Jean Dreze, an architect of the Right to Food Campaign, refers to public hearings as providing “a glimpse of the possibility of change, a sense of . . . collective power, and an opportunity to discuss what can be done.”

Exposure of government corruption in public meeting settings has helped to fuel discontent and to generate popular willingness to protest corruption and failed implementation of court-ordered schemes.

In addition to its focus on mobilizing collective action and empowering people at the grassroots level, the Campaign also influences the realization of the right to food by intervening at higher levels of government. Beyond pursuing its objectives through the Supreme Court and state high courts, the Campaign interacts directly with government officials and agencies. Several members of the Campaign’s steering group have served on or contributed to the work of federal planning commissions, where they have directly influenced federal programmatic and budgetary plans for upcoming years. Right to Food activists point to this ability to employ pluralistic strategies and work at all levels of government as essential to the Campaign’s success.

Future development of the Campaign and its power to affect policy, however, is likely to require greater centralization and a more definitive
structure. Both activists and members of the Commission agree that the Campaign must find a way to better represent itself, demonstrate a unified strength, and speak with a single, collectively supported voice.\textsuperscript{161} While fluidity has allowed the Campaign to address a myriad of issues and to incorporate diverse organizations and unions into its existing network, decentralization has also meant that the Campaign is often unable to make quick political decisions or statements.\textsuperscript{162} Greater centralization is required if the Campaign is to effectively establish not only political consciousness but political clout, as well. A draft charter created in April 2007 at the Third Convention in Bodh Gaya and finalized in September 2008, which outlines Campaign structure and collectively agreed upon working principles,\textsuperscript{163} is perhaps a first step in the effort to centralize the Campaign and establish political direction.

B. The Commission

Equally integral to the development and implementation of PUCL is the Commission, (196/2001) created by the Supreme Court in its interim order of May 8, 2002 for the purpose of monitoring the implementation of orders related to the right to food.\textsuperscript{164} Under Article 32\textsuperscript{165} of the Constitution and in response to the PUCL petitioner’s appeal for a monitoring body,\textsuperscript{166} the orders of May 8, 2002 and May 2, 2003 respectively appointed Dr. N.C. Saxena and Mr. S.R. Shankar to function as

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{161} Interviews with Vandana Prasad, \textit{supra} note 158; Interview with Colin Gonsalves, \textit{supra} note 158.
  \item \textsuperscript{162} Interviews with Vandana Prasad, \textit{supra} note 158; Interview with Colin Gonsalves, \textit{supra} note 158.
  \item \textsuperscript{163} Collective Statement, \textit{supra} note 150.
  \item \textsuperscript{164} People’s Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India, Writ Petition (Civil) No. 196 of 2001 (May 8, 2002 interim order); Interlocutory Application No. 8, \textit{supra} note 136.
  \item \textsuperscript{165} The Supreme Court has used the relaxing of technicalities under PIL to find a Constitutional power to appoint Commissioners. The Court has located this power within Article 32’s mandate to enforce the Constitution’s Fundamental Rights. In the Bandhua Mukti Morcha case, Justice Bhagwati held that the rationale for appointing Commissioners is contained in Clause 2 of Article 32, directing that the Supreme Court will have the power to issue directions, orders, or writ. Justice Bhagwati insisted that the court must actively “forge new tools, devise new method and adopt new strategies” in order to ensure the continued relevance of the Constitution. Justice Sen stated that in order to protect fundamental rights, the Court may need to appoint a commission, and thus appointing commissioners falls within the inherent power of the Court under Article 32. Bandhua Mukti Morcha v. Union of India, 1984 2 S.C.R. 67, 73 (India).
  \item \textsuperscript{166} In Interlocutory Application No. 8, the petitioner requests the Supreme Court to appoint a committee consisting of N.C. Saxena, S.R. Shankar, and others. The Interlocutory Application requests that the Supreme Court authorize the Committee to monitor the implementation of the orders of the court and the various government schemes, to report to the Supreme Court from time to time, and to have the ability to fame a comprehensive scheme to ensure food security for the poor and submit those schemes to the Supreme Court for appropriate directions. Interlocutory Application No. 8, \textit{supra} note 136, at 18.
\end{itemize}
Commissioners of the Court for the purpose of looking into grievances regarding food entitlement schemes. The orders directed the newly appointed Commissioners to take assistance from reliable persons and organizations to facilitate monitoring, reporting, and working towards effective implementation. In line with court directions, the Commissioners have appointed advisors for each Indian state to facilitate the deliverance of state grievances and appeals to the Office of the Commission. State advisors essentially function as a bridge between the Commissioners, state governments, and civil society. They are responsible for sending the Commissioners regular updates about the situation of the state, conveying to the Commissioner state appeals for intervention, and working towards more effective implementation of schemes and rectification of grievances. Following further court direction in October 2002, assistants to the Commissioners have been appointed to provide support to the Commission’s efforts to bring about effective monitoring and implementation of court orders.

To achieve its primary objective of ensuring the implementation of the Supreme Court’s interim orders, the Commission collects, collates, and analyzes state and central government data regarding food and employment schemes. The Commissioners then communicate with the governments to address poor or problematic implementation.

167. S.R. Shankar has since retired. In response to the request of the petitioners in Interlocutory Application No. 66, Mr. Harsh Mander has been authorized to support Mr. Saxena as a Special Commissioner. Office of the Comm’rs of the Sup. Ct., About Us, http://www.sccommissioners.org/aboutus (last visited June 2, 2010).

168. Id.

169. Id. The Office of the Commission as it operates today is comprised of court nominated Commissioners, state advisors, and assistants to the commissioners. Also affiliated with the Commissioners are state government appointed nodal officers who act to ensure due implementation of food schemes by providing Commissioners full access to relevant government records. See Right to Food Campaign, Summary Note: Right to Food: Building Accountability, http://www.rightfoodindia.org/comrs/comrs_accountability.html (last visited May 31, 2010). State Government/Union Territory administrations are required by the Supreme Court to act upon Commission requests or recommendations for compliance, as well as to cooperate with all persons and organizations identified as assistants to the Commission. Id.; Interlocutory Application No. 8, supra note 136.

170. Main functions of the advisors include analysis of state performance using macro data; rigorous participatory research; ensuring the functioning of an effective micro-level grievance redressal system; articulating alternative demands regarding state policy, especially on hunger; preparing periodic state reports; establishing a permanent monitoring mechanism for hunger-related issues; and ensuring accountability for failures of state governments. See Summary Note, supra note 169.


173. Interview with Dipa Singh, Assistant to the Comm’rs, Office of the Comm’rs to the Supreme Court, in Delhi, India (Jan. 2008). See generally Office of the Comm’rs of the
Commission also seeks to inform public opinion, often through the Right to Food Campaign and other civil society groups, on issues pertaining to the PUCL litigation and the work of the Commissioners.\footnote{174} In addition to monitoring implementation and reporting state compliance to the Supreme Court, the Commission also autonomously mediates and negotiates changes in laws, policies, and programs directly with the state and central governments to achieve improved implementation and to address any elements of state action that exclude marginalized groups.\footnote{175}

1. Advising the Supreme Court and Influencing Interim Orders

Working under the auspices of the Supreme Court, the Commissioners have contributed to the explication of the right to food through their dual roles of monitoring/reporting and acting as advisors to the Supreme Court. The Commission collects and compiles data on implementation of food and work schemes from both state governments and the federal government and then publishes a comprehensive national report that is submitted to the Supreme Court and circulated to civil society.\footnote{176} These reports are based on government data; interviews with key officials of the relevant departments at the state, district, and block levels; and observations or information from the field submitted by civil society organizations. For each food scheme covered, the Commission report provides an overview of the scheme and notes, at both national and state levels, coverage, quality of coverage, financial allocations, and key issues.\footnote{177} In addition to its summary of compliance, the report offers the Supreme Court recommendations for scheme-specific actions.\footnote{178}

The significance of these recommendations and the impact of these reports are evident in explicit recognition of the Commission’s work in the interim orders. For example, the order of December 13, 2006, which universalized ICDS to cover all children under six regardless of family poverty status, directly referenced the Commission report dated July 19, \footnote{174. Memorandum, Office of the Comm’rs to the Sup. Ct., Internal Agenda for Action (2007) (on file with author).}
\footnote{175. Id.}
\footnote{176. To date, there have been eight reports submitted to the Supreme Court by the Commission. See Office of the Comm’rs of the Sup. Ct., Reports of the Commissioners Submitted to the Supreme Court, available at http://www.sccommissioners.org/reports (last visited May 31, 2010).}
The Court quoted the Commissioners verbatim and structured its directions around the report’s recommendations concerning the ICDS scheme. The interim order of October 7, 2004, in which the court references the implementation recommendations put forth by the 5th (August 2004) Report of the Commissioners, stands as another example of Supreme Court reliance on Commission data.

Finally, the Commission’s influence in shaping court decisions has also been manifested in communications concerning preservation of schemes in their present form. According to Campaign activists, protection of the National Maternity Benefit Scheme, for example, was largely attributable to the Commission’s bringing to the attention of the Court state attempts to discontinue, modify, or supplant the scheme.

In terms of defining, unpacking, and explicating the right to food, the Campaign and Commission have been key contributors to the development of the PUCL litigation. Gains made in the struggle to define the right to food are attributable to the constant involvement of civil society and to the agency awarded to directly affected persons and groups. Incorporating the people whose rights have been denied has allowed for proper identification of immediate needs and systemic deprivations and has resulted in the construction and authorization of appropriate and effective schemes. Most importantly, perhaps, Campaign and Commission involvement has integrated the public into the knowledge base supporting the right to food, empowering individuals to both identify their rights and to determine how those rights should be realized.

2. Promoting, Monitoring, and Enforcing Implementation

While the Campaign often plays a more traditionally activist role in its drive to facilitate collective action to ensure government accountability and actualization of court-ordered rights, the Commission’s effectiveness in achieving implementation often stems from its diplomatic relations with state governments. The Commission seeks open lines of communication to encourage state implementation and to propose modification of food and work policies. The work of the Commission is largely focused on building relationships with state officials and using those successfully forged partnerships to resolve grievances and foster political will for implementation of court orders.

180. Id. (Oct. 7, 2004 interim order).
181. Interview with Colin Gonsalves, supra note 158; see People’s Union for Civil Liberties, Writ Petition (Civil) No. 196 of 2001 (India) (Apr. 27, 2004 interim order).
182. Interview with Dipa Singh, supra note 147. Once information has been collected from state advisors, the Commission sends each state a copy of its individual data, along with
Thus, while government noncompliance with Commission requests is grounds for intervention by the Supreme Court, court orders are not always the most effective method for engendering government interest in quality deliverance of benefits.\textsuperscript{183} Given the Commission’s desire to preserve the strength of its political relationships with state government officials and to encourage open communication between the Commission and state and central governments, the Commissioners have found that autonomous resolution of problematic implementation policies without court involvement best serves implementation objectives.\textsuperscript{184}

The strength of Commission interventions at the state government level largely rely on the work of ground level advisors and support from civil society.\textsuperscript{185} Due to financial constraints, the Office of the Commission must prioritize monitoring the success of large policy issues, such as restructuring the targeted PDS.\textsuperscript{186} Unable to deal with ground level grievance redressal, the Commission relies on state-level officials to establish functional mechanisms to address grievances that arise at the local and individual levels.\textsuperscript{187} The response of the Commission to communications concerning its status of implementation and requests for policy change. These communications concern findings submitted by state advisors, as well as complaints and grievances that have come up through state redressal systems. Meetings between the Commissioners or state advisors and government officials frequently follow these letters and communication exchanges. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{183} See, e.g., \textit{People’s Union for Civil Liberties, Writ Petition (Civil) No. 196 of 2001 (Dec. 13, 2006 interim order)} (“The Chief Secretaries of the State of Bihar, Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, Manipur, Punjab, West Bengal, Assam, Haryana and Uttar Pradesh shall appear personally to explain why the orders of this Court requiring the full implementation of the ICDS scheme were not obeyed.”).

\textsuperscript{184} Interview with Dipsa Singh, Assistant to the Comm’rs, Office of the Comm’rs to the Sup. Ct., in Delhi, India (Jan. 2008).

\textsuperscript{185} Priority schemes include ICDS, MDMS, PDS, and NREGA/SGRY. See supra text accompanying note 38–41; \textit{INTERNAL AGENDA FOR ACTION, supra note 174}. The majority of the Commission’s attention is paid to states with histories of poor compliance or where there is high demand for intervention by civil society. See \textit{id.}

\textsuperscript{186} Interview with Dipsa Singh, supra note 147; interview with Biraj Patnaik, Principle Advisor, Office of the Comm’rs to the Sup. Ct., in Delhi, India (Jan. 2008). Priority states identified by the Commissioners include: (1) the states of Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Orissa, Uttar Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, and Uttarakhand (states in the northern parts of India that remain in abject poverty as compared to southern states, which have experienced more dynamic financial growth, and are therefore the focus of numerous other government efforts, such as those implemented by the Empowered Action Group of the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare); (2) states where there are active advisors and interventions, such as Maharashtra, West Bengal, Assam, Meghalaya, and Andhra Pradesh; (3) any state where intervention is actively sought by civil society; and, (4) any state with pressing issues of starvation or any other violation of interim orders on food and employment schemes. See \textit{INTERNAL AGENDA FOR ACTION, supra note 174}.

\textsuperscript{187} Interview with Biraj Patnaik, supra note 186. See \textit{People’s Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India, Writ Petition (Civil) No. 196 of 2001 (May 8, 2002 interim order)} (appointing the Commissioners to act mainly in response to appeals received from different states through the advisor). According to the Supreme Court, the intervention of the Commissioner
mands made by civil society, as well as the Commission’s reliance on civil society for the data collected for reports submitted to the Supreme Court, reflects the manner in which the Campaign and Commission draw on each other to enhance their respective contributions to the realization of the right to food in India.

In the event the Supreme Court renders a final judgment for PUCL, the role and authority of the Commission will require reassessment. Appointed by the Court for the purposes of monitoring the implementation of orders in the writ petition, the Commission could cease to function once the Court issues its closing order. However, the Commission could remain important in a similar or a modified form. Both the Commissioners and Right to Food Campaign members have begun to consider options for the future, but no official steps have been taken.188 There appears to be consensus between Campaign activists and the Commissioners that a permanent redressal system must be established, possibly through the courts.189 The Campaign and Commission have both identified a need for a monitoring mechanism endowed with the authority to hold scheme functionaries and government officials accountable and to issue defined sanctions for violations and/or noncompliance.190 Such a mechanism could be established from the district level continuing up to the State and Supreme Courts, allowing for greater accessibility for the people most likely to be affected by food entitlements.191

Regardless of what final form the Commission takes, it is clear that the realization of a legal right to food in India was made possible by the reinforcing triangular relationship between the Campaign and the case, the case and the Commission, and the Commission and the Campaign. The Campaign and Commission complement each other and in so doing support the legitimacy and impact of the case. In turn, the case and interim orders handed down by the Supreme Court provide guidance and direction for the Campaign, channeling Campaign mobilization around specific issues and opening space for pursuit of new modifications to policy. Likewise, the case, through its continuation, not only keeps the

is to be sought only after exhausting other redressal mechanisms. Id. The Commissioner, however, is empowered to act on its own initiative. Ensuring state government implementation is, in the first instance, the responsibility of the advisor. The main functions of the advisors include not only analysis of state performance and submission of periodic report to the Office of the Commissioners, but also establishing a functioning, effective grievance redressal and ensuring accountability of state officials. Id.

188. Interview with Biraj Patnaik, supra note 186; Interview with Dipa Singh, supra note 147; Interview with Kavita Srivastava, supra note 127.
189. See supra note 188.
190. Id.
191. Interview with Biraj Patnaik, supra note 186; interview with Dipa Singh, supra note 147.
Commission in place, but determines the course of Commission interventions, as well. Overall, the realization of the right to food in India sets forth a model that includes the identification of a right, concrete explication of what that right means in terms of policy, and subsequent court-monitored implementation and monitoring of those policies. While *PUCL* defines the right to food, the Campaign and Commission embody the requisite efforts at explication (through influencing interlocutory applications and Supreme Court orders) and implementation (through collective mobilization and diplomatic relations with state and central governments).

Having discussed the origins, development, and progressive implementation of the right to food in India, we look now at the impact of the *PUCL* litigation in the context of India’s current agricultural and economic policies, including international trade and international financial obligations. Ultimately, this Article concludes with an inquiry into what the increasing liberalization of Indian food and agriculture might mean for the guarantees afforded and protected by the *PUCL* litigation and its court orders.

**IV. PUCL in the Context of India’s Economic Policy**

The Supreme Court’s interim orders in *PUCL* often bring the Court into direct conflict with trade liberalization policies that seek to deregulate and privatize food production and distribution in India. PIL gives the Supreme Court the power to regulate the administrative policies of the state and central governments, and *PUCL*’s interim orders exhibit extensive regulation of India’s economic policies as they relate to the distribution of food. At the same time that the Supreme Court is issuing orders on specific government actions, the Government of India (GOI) engages in its own process of national and international food and agriculture regulations, many of which are aimed at precisely the same topics. *PUCL*’s interim orders do not make specific mention of India’s economic or trade policies. Rather, they issue orders regarding supply, pricing, and distribution of food grains with an aim to fulfill the existing food and related entitlement schemes.\(^1\) Thus, while *PUCL* and India’s economic policies may not be in conversation with each other, they are

---

192. See e.g., *People’s Union for Civil Liberties*, Writ Petition (Civil) No. 196 of 2001 (India) (July 12, 2006 interim order) (blocking the Government of India’s (GOI) deregulation and privatization efforts include Court imposed controls on the appointment and commission rates to be paid to food dealers); id. (July 9, 2007 interim order) (ordering the GOI to open 1.4 million government food distribution shops, and thus curtailing the GOI’s efforts to reduce the breadth of the FCI and de-centralize and privatize this market).
Certainly in direct contact. The conflict between interim orders that maintain or modify government regulations on foodstuffs and the government’s concurrent national and international economic policies calls into question the sustainability of PUCL’s directives. The question remains as to whether the right to food as articulated in PUCL can survive India’s liberalization policies, or whether, in contrast, PUCL will have the effect of modifying or reversing these policies.

While this paper does not purport to answer these questions, we do endeavor to provide background information helpful for formulating answers to them. This section aims to highlight the importance of economic policy relative to the realization of the right to food and to remind legal scholars that all legal action will be affected by and in turn influence economic policies. In order to do so, it briefly outlines the most important features of India’s “new economic policy” of liberalization, privatization, and globalization, pausing to consider the impacts this has had on agriculture and food. It then offers some examples of PUCL court orders that conflict with Indian economic policies. It concludes by suggesting that the guarantees of PUCL should be codified by the legislature, thereby offering more secure protections for the right to food.

A. India’s New Economic Policy and Its Impact on Food and Agriculture

India has been in the process of undertaking a new economic policy (NEP) since 1991, when its balance of payments crisis led it to seek assistance from the International Monetary Fund (IMF)193 and the World Bank (WB). This NEP has focused on the liberalization, privatization, and globalization of the Indian economy,194 marking a shift from the socialist ideals of equality of income distribution embodied in India’s Constitution and underlying PIL cases such as PUCL to a new focus on aggregate numbers, such as annual GDP growth or percentage increases in exports.195 Most notably, given the purpose of this paper, the IMF and WB have supported structural adjustment programs that remove


government controls on the economy and government regulations of food stuffs. In addition, India is also a founding member of the World Trade Organization (WTO) and has signed onto the WTO’s Agreements on Agriculture and Safeguard and Countervailing Measures, two agreements that contain caps on certain government expenditures available for agriculture and subsidies in general.

Given these external obligations, India’s NEP clearly interacts with the right to food in several ways. These interactions involve reductions in international trade barriers; deregulation that includes removing food items from domestic legislation privileging food as distinct from general goods (namely, the Essential Commodities Acts); and, removals of government controls regarding licensing, distribution, and storage of food grains. These adjustments, taken as part of India’s NEP, however, largely do not take into account potential and actual negative effects for the most vulnerable populations in India. As such, these programs are both normatively and positively at odds both with the delivery of the right to food and with the underlying values and specific orders of PUCL.

1. Free Trade and the Right to Food in India

“Free” trade, or international trade in which countries agree to specific tariff and other non-tariff trade barrier reductions, has been a risky

---

196. See, e.g., World Bank, supra note 193.


The EC Act, 1955 gives powers to control production, supply, distribution etc. of essential commodities for maintaining or increasing supplies and for securing their equitable distribution and availability at fair prices. Using the powers under the Act, various Ministries/Departments of the Central Government have issued Control Orders for regulating production/distribution/quality aspects/movement etc. pertaining to the commodities which are essential and administered by them.

Id.
engagement for the poorest Indians. In general, free trade in foodstuffs puts low-income countries at risk of increasing poverty and starvation because it floods their markets with highly subsidized—and thus under-priced—goods from the United States and the European Union. This influx drives endogenous small and medium farmers out of business, thereby increasing poverty and hunger. India has been particularly affected by this because the majority of the population (nearly sixty percent) earn a living through agriculture. For this reason, the GOI has protested the agricultural subsidies currently administered within developed countries. This inflow process also affects domestic food prices, and can create a situation of rural job loss combined with increased food prices. Economic studies suggest that regular intervention by the government is necessary to achieve price stabilization of food and


204. See, e.g., Press Release, Gov’t of India, Dep’t of Commerce, Developed Countries Must Reduce Their Agricultural Subsidies if Progress is to be Made in Market Access (Aug. 27, 2003), available at http://commerce.nic.in/PressRelease/pressrelease_detail.asp?id=237.

205. The U.N. Development Programme noted in its 2005 Human Development Report:

In most developing countries, cultivation has been adversely affected by the combination of trade liberalization, world trade patterns and changes in domestic policies towards the rural sector. The basic process has been similar in most of the countries: agriculturalists have placed greater reliance on monetised inputs and faced rising prices of such inputs as domestic explicit and implicit subsidies have been withdrawn; around the same time, various import controls on agricultural products have been withdrawn, so that the level of domestic output prices is increasingly determined by the threat of potential imports if not actual imports; export subsidies as well as export taxes have been reduced or done away with, so that local producers face international markets and volatile world prices in a rather unprotected manner. The consequence is that farmers in all of these countries have been caught in a pincer movement of rising input prices and falling or volatile output prices, which has rendered cultivation more risky and often financially unviable. These difficulties have been compounded by the reduction or withdrawal of various government support systems, ranging from output price support to input and credit provision.

thereby protect the population’s access to food.\textsuperscript{206} PUCL’s orders require such regular intervention, a requirement that remains significantly at odds with the deregulation processes undertaken within India’s NEP.

Specifically, liberalization and privatization of food markets in India have resulted in the “de-universalization” of public food distribution and an emphasis on removing government regulations of foodstuffs. The emphasis has shifted to letting the “market” control the flow of food and food prices. Proponents in favor of a market-controlled rather than a government-controlled food system argue for the privatization of the FCI, the government body that procures and distributes subsidized food grains under India’s food welfare schemes.\textsuperscript{207} The WB, various bodies within the GOI, and the private sector have all argued for the FCI’s privatization and supported intermediate steps towards this end.\textsuperscript{208} In 1997, for example, “targeting” was introduced to the previously universal PDS for food grains. Under this new program, access to food was no longer universal and instead afforded only to a select, government-designated population. Such “targeting” is a direct result of fiscal “liberalization” policies\textsuperscript{209} designed to remove the government from the economy.

Other liberalizing or deregulating measures that interact directly with the right to food and PUCL orders include the GOI’s dismantling of

\textsuperscript{206} Chand, supra note 201, at 277. Discussing the effectiveness of government economic intervention to prevent crop price shocks and the stabilization of prices, Chand observed:

If international price shocks are transmitted to the domestic market, it would destabilize crop patterns and supply, and would cause uncertainty in crop incomes. Based on a comprehensive analysis of international and Indian prices in the last fifty years, Chand and Jha (2001) observe that government intervention has been quite effective in insulating domestic prices from the effect of instability in international prices in developing countries like India. This implies that unregulated and free trade would impart instability to domestic prices and there is strong case to regulate trade to maintain price stability. While domestic production must compete with the trend level of international prices, it must be protected against instability. One way to do so is to impose variable tariffs that restore level of current import prices to a long-term trend.

\textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{207} The current policy of foodgrains procurement addresses itself to food security and welfare schemes. See India Dep’t of Food and Public Distribution, Gov’t of India, Procurement Policy, http://fcamin.nic.in/dfpd_html/index.asp (follow “Procurement Policy” hyperlink) (last visited Mar. 14, 2010). For more information on FCI objectives to support farmers and procure and distribute grain, see Food Corp. of India, http://fciweb.nic.in/ (last visited May 31, 2010).


the Essential Commodities Act, 1955 (ECA).\textsuperscript{210} The ECA interacts with the PDS and other welfare schemes by regulating licenses for food distribution, appointing Fair Price shop dealers, assigning ration cards, and generally controlling the trade of foodstuffs available to the poor.\textsuperscript{211} Dismantling of the ECA was undertaken “in the light of liberalised economic policies”\textsuperscript{212} and because “market” interests take primacy over social welfare concerns. Deregulation measures operate with different goals than \textit{PUCL}’s right to food objectives and directly clash with \textit{PUCL}’s orders for more government action and the reinstatement of dismantled schemes.

B. \textit{PUCL} Vis-À-Vis India’s Trade and General Liberalization Policies: 
\textit{A Human Rights Based Approach to Economic Policy}

Indeed, \textit{PUCL} represents a judicial mechanism to push back against the NEP in order to protect the poor. The PIL mechanism has allowed the Supreme Court to directly address the GOI’s economic policies, and to step in when it felt these policies had failed. The GOI’s history of dealing with the impact of trade liberalization policies on its agricultural farmers, and the Indian Supreme Court’s response, illustrates this position.

1. The Need For a Livelihoods Approach to 
Fulfilling the Right to Food

In 2001, when \textit{PUCL} was making its way to the Supreme Court, India was preparing for WTO negotiations on agricultural issues. In May 2001, less than a month after a WTO dispute panel forced India to lift its quantitative restrictions on agricultural imports,\textsuperscript{213} Prime Minister Vajpayee declared in a speech at the Conference of Chief Ministers on WTO and Agriculture and Food Management that India would protect Indian national interests.\textsuperscript{214} This declaration directly addressed the practical realities of the WTO’s agriculture policy. By prohibiting government subsidies to

\begin{footnotes}
\textsuperscript{210} The Essential Commodities Act, No. 10 (1955) (India), \textit{available at} http://admis.
hp.nic.in/ehimapurti/pdfs/eca1955.pdf.
\textsuperscript{211} Swaminathan, \textit{supra} note 208, at 82–83.
\textsuperscript{213} “Quantitative restrictions on imports of . . . agricultural products were finally removed on April 1, 2001, almost exactly ten years after the reforms began, and that in part because of a ruling by a World Trade Organization dispute panel on a complaint brought by the United States.” Ahluwalia, \textit{supra} note 194, at 73.
\textsuperscript{214} Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee, Prime Minister, India Parliament, Speech at the Conference of Chief Ministers on WTO and Agriculture and Food Management (May 21, 2001) \textit{available at} http://www.indianembassy.org/special/cabinet/Primeminister/pm_may_21_2001.htm.
\end{footnotes}


217. See, e.g., WORLD BANK, HUMAN DEVELOPMENT REPORT 2001 120 (2002), available at http://planningcommission.nic.in/reports/genrep/nhdrp/nhreportf.htm (describing how bonded child laborers were fed only one meal a day by their employers).

219. See, e.g., UNICEF In Action, India: Nutrition, http://www.unicef.org/india/nutrition.html (noting that children from marginal groups and adolescent girls have pronounced nutritional deficiencies); VICTORIA A. VELKOFF AND ARJUN ADLAKHIA, U.S. BUREAU OF CENSUS, WOMEN OF THE WORLD: WOMEN’S HEALTH IN INDIA 6 (1998) (explaining how women and girls in India are often amongst the last to eat and as a result consume less calories than their male counterparts); PLANNING COMMISSION, GOVERNMENT OF INDIA, NATIONAL HUMAN DEVELOPMENT REPORT 2001 120 (2002), available at http://planningcommission.nic.in/reports/genrep/nhdrp/nhreportf.htm (describing how bonded child laborers were fed only one meal a day by their employers).
estimating that inefficiency due to hunger may cost India $2.5 USD billion annually.\textsuperscript{220} Poverty in India is closely linked to a dependence upon agriculture; nearly sixty percent of India’s population relies on agriculture for its livelihood,\textsuperscript{221} and, of this group, most farmers are small landholders or landless laborers.\textsuperscript{222} For example, a study by the Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) conducted in the particularly impoverished Indian Orissa found that two thirds of all people in the state documented as living below the poverty line could be classed as either “marginal and small scale farming households” or “landless (labouring) rural households,”\textsuperscript{223} thereby demonstrating a strong linkage between small hold or landless farming and extreme poverty. This study also demonstrated that India’s massive child malnourishment and stunting problem is closely related to livelihood dependence on agriculture, revealing that “[c]hildren of labouring rural households and marginal farming households emerged as the most affected by extreme undernourishment (hunger).”\textsuperscript{224} Because the most vulnerable groups are likely to be affected by even slight changes in their income, a price depression caused by agricultural imports could have a serious effect on the right to food in India.

Currently, the majority of India remains dependent on the primarily domestic sale of its agricultural goods for its livelihood and the country as a whole maintains a relatively closed agricultural economy through high agricultural tariffs\textsuperscript{225} and minimum price supports for agricultural products.\textsuperscript{226} Continued trade liberalization—prescribed by membership in the WTO and undertaken in earnest in the negotiation of such current


\textsuperscript{223} Understanding the Dynamics of Food Vulnerability, supra note 217, at 17.

\textsuperscript{224} Id. at 8; see Somini Sengupta, As Indian Growth Soars, Child Hunger Persists, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 12, 2009, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2009/03/13/world/asia/13malnutrition.html (documenting that almost half of India’s children under five are stunted from malnutrition).


\textsuperscript{226} See Comm’n of Agric. Costs and Prices, Terms of Reference, http://dacnet.nic.in/capc/2inf/aboutcapc.htm (listing “paddy, rice, wheat, jowar, bajra, maize, ragi, barley, gram, tur, moong, urad, sugarcane, groundnut, soyabean, sunflowerseed, rapeseed and mustard, cotton, jute, tobacco and such other commodities as the Government may indicate from time to time” as the current price-supported goods) (last visited May 31, 2010); Directorate of Econ. & Statistics, Gov’t of India, Minimum Support Prices (According to Crop Year) (Oct. 16, 2008), available at http://www.dacnet.nic.in/eands/msp/msp-161008.pdf.
endeavors as the EU-India free trade agreement\textsuperscript{227}—and agricultural imports have a severe impact on the Indian livelihood. This is particularly problematic given that such livelihood is exemplified by the right and ability to buy food. This is not to say that trade causes hunger in India or that the WTO is to blame for India’s poverty and nutrition concerns. However, India’s hunger problem must be evaluated in relation to its bilateral, regional, and international trade liberalization commitments at the WTO.\textsuperscript{228} The GOI continues to state that having to open its borders to cheap agricultural imports would threaten the livelihood of the nearly sixty percent of its population that depends on agricultural income;\textsuperscript{229} yet, it simultaneously resists taking a livelihoods approach to fulfilling the right to food and proceeds with the process of expanding trade liberalization agreements.

Another reason that India’s right to food commitments require protective trade measures is that Indian farmers are not particularly adaptable to changing market conditions nor very well suited to making a timely transition to alternate sectors or even different crops. Agricultural production in India is notoriously inefficient, making it very vulnerable to import competition. These inefficiencies range from virtually stagnant production levels of staple crops, such as rice and wheat,\textsuperscript{230} to lost advantages in fruit and vegetable production due to transportation and other costs.\textsuperscript{231} Indian farmers are amongst the lowest

\begin{footnotesize}

\textsuperscript{228} While not necessarily always a factor in creating poverty, and actually often a factor in poverty alleviation, the WTO acknowledges that trade can and does play a causal role. See, e.g., Håkan Nordström, Trade, Income Disparity and Poverty: An Overview, in WTO, SPECIAL STUDIES 5, at 1, 1 (WTO 1999), available at http://www.wto.org/english/res_e/books_e/special_study_5_e.pdf (noting that, despite the fact trade and poverty do not demonstrate linkages as strong as those between poverty and national policies, trade can be a causal factor). For a general commentary on the effects of trade liberalization on India’s agriculture sector, see Servaas Storm, Transition Problems in Policy Reform: Agricultural Trade Liberalization in India, 7 REV. OF DEV. ECON. 406 (2003).


\textsuperscript{231} A World Bank Report on Indian horticulture inefficiencies conveys India’s lost comparative advantage by noting that “Indian grapes are 40% cheaper than Chile’s but by the time they reach the Netherlands, they cost the same.” The report lists “high transportation costs, inadequate storage facilities, a fragmented supply chain, and weak quality standards at home” as factors that impede competitiveness. WORLD BANK, A CASE STUDY OF INDIA’S HORTICULTURE: FROM COMPETITION AT HOME TO COMPETING ABROAD (2007), http://go.worldbank.org/U0Z448Z160 (last visited Mar. 6, 2010).
\end{footnotesize}
paid farmers in the world in terms of the percentage of the sale of their products that is remunerated to them: they retain only 1/5 of the price of their product, while in Thailand, U.S. farmers retain 1/3.\footnote{Aaditya Mattoo et al., Produce and Perish: How India is Failing its Farmers, The Times of India, April 26, 2007, para. 2, available at http://www.worldbank.org.in/WEBSITE/EXTERNAL/COUNTRIES/SOUTHASIAEXT/INDIAEXTN0/, contentMDK:21316938~pagePK:141137~piPK:141127~theSitePK:295584,00.html.}

\footnote{Id. For an overview of agricultural value chains and how they affect a producer’s income, see Ruth Campbell, USAID, BRIEFING PAPER: THE VALUE CHAIN FRAMEWORK (2008), http://www.microlinks.org/ev.php?ID=21629_201&ID2=DO_TOPIC.}

Indian farmers lose much of their earnings to the many intermediaries that convey their goods to the consumer.\footnote{Mattoo et al., supra note 232, paras. 10-12.} According to WB analysts, “radical reform in services”\footnote{Sandra Polaski ET AL., CARNEGIE ENDOWMENT FOR INT’L PEACE, INDIA’S TRADE POLICY CHOICES: MANAGING DIVERSE CHALLENGES 12 (2008), http://www.carnegieendowment.org/files/india’s_trade_policy_choices_final.pdf.} and other areas outside of India’s actual production is needed in order to ensure higher yields. Because the necessary changes will not happen overnight, India may wish to employ every trade protection tool at its disposal to protect its farmers in the meantime.

Transitioning farmers to non-agricultural livelihoods is an important poverty reduction goal, but cannot be achieved quickly, thus necessitating the protection of this population from the pressures of imports for at least the next several years. Indian unemployment and underemployment is likely to continue in the near future. Figures prepared by the GOI Planning Commission in 2004 estimate that to deal with population increases as well as the already unemployed or underemployed, the country will need to generate around 200 million additional employment opportunities by 2020.\footnote{See Sen & Raju, supra note 222, at 2725–30.} Agricultural development strategies aimed at more profitable farming struggle to take off in India due, ironically, to the extremely impoverished state of those who would most benefit from it. A study on Indian floriculture farming for export, an agricultural endeavor which has recently been encouraged by the GOI as an export development strategy, demonstrates that the most impoverished rural farmers have neither the land nor the financial backing to assume the risks of switching from price-regulated, yield-assured crops, such as wheat and rice, to a new crop, the production of which is less certain and the price of which is linked to global fluctuations.\footnote{236.} Moving to cash crops as a way to increase livelihoods can also mean a reduction in the overall number of jobs, depending on the crop. In Brazil, the switch to a focus on soy has proved profitable in absolute terms, but, because the production method is capital intensive and highly mechanized, it has resulted in a net loss of jobs, a highly negative situation.
for rural employment. This scenario assumes farmers who would benefit the most from switching to cash crops would be able to do so. For all of the preceding reasons, and many more beyond the scope of this paper, Indian farmers remain vulnerable to price fluctuations, increased competition, and other market changes that come with trade liberalization. A human rights-based approach to trade argues for special protections for these and other marginal groups until they are able to weather the significant changes that come with a more open economy.

2. Available, Yet Unutilized, Protective Measures

The GOI, however, is being too passive in dealing with the impact of trade on its agriculturally dependent poor population. While tariffs are likely to be on a downward progression, India has access to several WTO import-regulating mechanisms available to it in the form of trade remedies, such as anti-dumping duties under the Anti-dumping Agreement and countervailing duties under the Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures. These duties can help to offset the threat posed by import-caused price depression. India is currently the world’s leading user of anti-dumping duties and thus has ample capacity to undertake countervailing duties as well, given the procedural and substantive simi-

---


239. In the second-half of 2008, India was the global leader in administering anti-dumping actions. India Leads the Tally of Anti-Dumping Cases: WTO, BUS. STANDARD, Apr. 16, 2009, http://www.business-standard.com/india/news/india-leads-tallyanti-dumping-cases-wto/58672/on (“India topped the table of the countries resorting to anti-dumping investigations between July and December 2008, while Brazil, China and Argentina were other major users of the WTO-compliant trade remedy to protect their domestic industries against cheap imports.”) (last visited May 12, 2010). In 1995, its anti-dumping actions comprised a mere 1.5% percent of the global total, but, by 2000, this had increased to nearly 9%, or more than that of Australia and Canada, who, only a few years before, had been amongst the world’s top five users of such measures. Brink Lindsey & Dan Ikenson, Coming Home to Roost: Proliferating Antidumping Laws and the Growing Threat to U.S. Exports, 14 CATO INST. TRADE POL’Y ANALYSIS 7 (2001), available at http://www.freetrade.org/pubs/pas/tpa-014.pdf.

The GOI has boasted “that the time taken by the Anti-dumping Directorate in recommending provisional and final measures against dumped imports compared favourably with those taken by the major trading countries,” noting that “[t]he time taken on anti-dumping action in the European Union(EU) was nine months, in Australia seven months and in India, four to six months.” Press Release, Dept. of Commerce, Gov’t of India, Anti-Dumping Mechanism Being Further Strengthened, Nov. 28, 2000, available at http://commerce.nic.in/pressrelease/pressrelease_detail.asp?id=54.
larity to anti-dumping. And yet, India has never levied anti-dumping duties on agricultural products.240

By all appearances, India has ample institutional capacity in order to determine dumping and foreign subsidies and thus to implement successfully the corresponding duties. Turning first to the former, in 2008, India was the global leader in administering anti-dumping actions.241 In 1995, its anti-dumping actions comprised a mere 1.4% of the global total, but, by 2000, this had increased to 8.8%—more than that of Australia and Canada, who, only a few years before, had been amongst the world’s top four users of such measures.242 India’s anti-dumping procedure consists of a single-track determination of injury and dumping administered by the Directorate General of Antidumping & Allied Duties in the Ministry of Commerce.243 The GOI has boasted “that the time taken by the Anti-dumping Directorate in recommending provisional and final measures against dumped imports compared favourably with those taken by the major trading countries,” noting that “[t]he time taken on anti-dumping action in the European Union was nine months, in Australia seven months and in India, four to six months.”244

The same institutional capacity is needed—and is thus ready and waiting—for India to undertake countervailing measures to protect its farmers from imports, but, as it has with anti-dumping measures, the GOI has so far failed to use this mechanism to protect its farmers.245

240. See the WTO’s website for a comprehensive list of disputes to date. WTO, Chronological List of Disputes Cases, http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/dispu_e/dispu_status_e.htm (last visited May 12, 2010).

241. Press Trust of India, India Leads the Tally of Anti-dumping Cases: WTO BUS. STANDARD, Apr. 16, 2009, available at http://www.business-standard.com/india/news/india-leads-tallyanti-dumping-cases-wto/58672/on (“India topped the table of the countries resorting to anti-dumping investigations between July and December 2008, while Brazil, China and Argentina were other major users of the WTO-compliant trade remedy to protect their domestic industries against cheap imports.”).

242. Brink Lindsey & Dan Ikenson, supra note 239.


245. In contrast to the seeming freedom to levy anti-dumping measures on agricultural imports, Article 13 of the Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures, known as the “Peace Clause,” is sometimes cited as having discouraged WTO members from countervailing. While the list of WTO disputes continues to reveal that countervailing duties were sought on agricultural imports, no panels for these disputes were ever constituted, leaving us without jurisprudence to study. The WTO members’ inferred reluctance to countervail subsidies might have stemmed from the command from Article 13 of the Agreement on Agriculture to exercise “due restraint” in bringing countervailing duties against subsidized agricultural products for a 9-year implementation period, commencing in 1995 and ending on January 1, 2004. Despite this caution, countervailing subsidies were never expressly prohibited under the Peace Clause. Additionally, it was always clear that the Peace Clause was a temporary compromise rather
India’s statements regarding countervailing duties have been mixed. The GOI admits that India has yet to employ the duties but simultaneously reassures that they are being held in reserve. For example, in a written reply sent to Congress in 2003, the then-Minister of State for Commerce explained that:

India has so far not applied countervailing duty on agro-imports from any Member of the World Trade Organisation, including the US and the EU, for the purpose of offsetting subsidy on such imported products. Government will take action to apply countervailing duty on subsidised imported products in accordance with the provisions of the Agreement on Agriculture and the Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures of the WTO either based on receipt of a duly substantiated petition from the domestic industry seeking initiation of an investigation leading to such action or based on sufficient evidence of existence of a subsidy, injury and causal link to justify initiation of an investigation.\(^{246}\)

The message is thus being sent to the WTO-wary domestic constituency\(^{247}\) that the authorities recognize the utility of duties in the wake of a newly opened and continually opening Indian economy.\(^{248}\) India’s state-

---


ments at the WTO mirror these sentiments, as it continues to stress its quest for establishing a level playing field in the international agricultural trade regime. While these statements are favorable, they are merely just that: statements.

Other trade remedies through the WTO are also available to India to help protect farmer livelihood and thus prevent hunger and starvation. Two types of safeguards, one specific to agriculture and another that applies to all goods including agriculture, are currently available. Presently, the WTO deems injury sufficient to invoke safeguards as being set at a much higher threshold than that for anti-dumping and countervailing duties. India mentions the safeguard devices infrequently in its public statements, focusing instead on a proposed Special Safeguard Mechanism (SSM). It has vigorously promoted the SSM, a WTO remedy still in draft form, as a tool for protecting its farmers from imports, advocating that, in contrast to the current trade remedies, the price de-
crease and volume surge triggers should be lower and allow greater tariff increases.\textsuperscript{252}

India’s right to food obligations exist in tandem to its WTO and other international and bilateral trade commitments. Treaty law implies that “[a]ny obligations accrued during trade negotiations must not undermine commitments made under human rights treaties agreed to in good faith by states.”\textsuperscript{253} There is no reason to assume that a conflict exists between India’s right to food and its trade obligations, as there is no evidence that it is impossible for India to comply with both at the same time.\textsuperscript{254} Indeed, in recent years, the WTO Secretariat has made notable efforts to communicate its respect for human life, human health, and food security, insisting that WTO rules do not take priority or come into conflict with them.\textsuperscript{255}

India’s frequent statements on this topic clarify that it wishes to protect the right to livelihood and food in relation to any commitments made at the WTO.\textsuperscript{256} At WTO meetings, India often emphasizes its need and right to protect the “livelihood” and “food security” of its farmers.\textsuperscript{257} For example, towards the beginning of Doha Round negotiations, in a state-


\textsuperscript{254} See Wilfred Jinks, The Conflict of Law-Making Treaties, 30 BRIT. Y.B. INT’L L. 401, 451 (1953) (“A conflict of law-making treaties arises only where simultaneous compliance with the obligations of different instruments is impossible.”). This understanding of conflict has been criticized as overly strict, but, for the purposes of this paper, the nuances of addressing conflicts of law are not particularly important. See JOOST PAUWELYN, CONFLICT OF NORMS IN PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL LAW: HOW WTO LAW RELATES TO OTHER RULES OF INTERNATIONAL LAW 170–71 (2003).

\textsuperscript{255} For example, the WTO Secretariat undertook a joint study with the WTO to examine the relationship between WTO agreements and health. It addressed the right to food through the lens of food security, but declined to comment on household food intake, focusing instead on national food security. See WHO & WTO, WTO AGREEMENTS AND PUBLIC HEALTH: A JOINT STUDY BY THE WHO AND WTO SECRETARIAT ¶¶ 245–59 (2002). This approach is inadequate for addressing India’s particular problem. See FAO Orissa Report, supra note 217, at 12 (“A significant policy lesson has been that while macro-level food self sufficiency has been achieved . . . this has proved insufficient to ensure micro-level food security for the poor.”). In 10 Common Misunderstandings About the WTO, the WTO Secretariat endeavors to make clear that commercial commitments do not override human health and safety, citing the asbestos ruling to emphasize that “WTO agreements give priority to health and safety over trade.” WTO SECRETARIAT, 10 COMMON MISUNDERSTANDINGS ABOUT THE WTO 5 (1999), available at http://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/whatis_e/tAbb_e/10mis_e/10mis05_e.htm.

\textsuperscript{256} See infra Part IV.B.1.

\textsuperscript{257} See, e.g., Sixth Special Session of the Committee on Agriculture, Proposal by India—Concluding Statement, ¶ 3, G/AG/NG/W/102 (Apr. 11, 2001).
ment made at the Sixth Special Session of the Committee on Agriculture in March 2001, India asserted that “[t]he vulnerability of income entitlements of the majority of their population in our countries stems from the uncertainties of their resource-starved agriculture sector.” The use of the phrase “income entitlements” underscores India’s conception of the human rights value of income. India further connected income to the right to food in noting that “[a]ny attempt toward hurried and unguarded integration . . . with the segments of the global economy having access to high levels of institutionalized support and subsidies, is feared to pose a serious threat to the food security and livelihood of their farming communities.” It emphasized the need for “flexibility in State interventions in the developing world to free their peoples from dehumanising poverty” and to address “food insecurity and malnutrition.”

In promoting food security at the WTO, India has invoked the Food and Agricultural Organization’s definition of food security as “the physical and economic access for all people at all times to enough food for an active, healthy life with no risk of losing such access and as such is directly connected with livelihood in the developing countries.” It has also referenced the Bali Declaration of the Non-Aligned Movement and Other Developing Countries’ definition of “access to food for a healthy life by all people at all times.” India has emphasized that it makes known to other WTO members “time and again that safeguarding the interest of 650 million agriculture-dependent people would be of paramount importance for India,” calling attention to the fact that it has been singing the same refrain regarding protection and farmer livelihood for years. India thus exhibits an enthusiastic willingness to emphasize right to food concerns when invoking trade protections. What is left is for the GOI to turn these statements into action. PUCL’s orders help refocus attention on the obligations the GOI has to its farming population.

258. Id.
259. Id.
260. Id.
261. Negotiations on WTO Agreement on Agriculture, Proposal by India (Food Security), ¶ 1, G/AG/NG/W/102 (Jan. 15, 2001).
262. Id.
263. Press Release, Gov’t of India, supra note 204.
264. India has continued uninterrupted in this vain to the present day. See, e.g., WTO, Statement by H.E. Mr. Arun Jaitley, Minister of Commerce and Industry and Law and Justice, ¶¶ 8-9, WT/MIN(03)/ST/7 (Sept. 10, 2003). More recently, in bilateral negotiations with Thailand, it continued to call attention to the fact that, for India, “agriculture involves the livelihoods of the poorest farmers who number in the hundreds of millions,” going on to assert boldly that “[t]he poor of the world will not forgive us if we compromise on these concerns” and that “[t]hese concerns are too vital to be the subject of trade-offs.” Press Release, Gov’t of India, Dep’t of Commerce, Statement of Shri Kamal Nath, Minister of Commerce and Indus. (July 25, 2008), available at http://commerce.nic.in/PressRelease/pressrelease_detail.asp?id=2290.
The orders do not resolve tensions between trade and right to food commitments, but they do bolster the latter against the former.

3. The Court Steps In

Where India’s trade and finance obligations are in tension with its right to food commitments, the Supreme Court has often stepped in to protect both food entitlements and farmer livelihoods when the GOI has failed to do so. In 1997, in response to the structural adjustment programs imposed beginning in 1991,\(^{265}\) India reduced its universal PDS for delivering food to a targeted PDS that excludes large sectors of the population and forces them to buy food at market rather than subsidized prices.\(^{266}\) This development also changed the supply and demand incentives within India by raising prices, decreasing demand, and causing many food distribution shops to close, further restricting the poor’s access to food.\(^{267}\) The Supreme Court responded to this chain of events, not by addressing the cause or referencing the WTO, but by ordering the re-opening of all shops\(^{268}\) and by simultaneously freezing any further reductions by the GOI to the poverty rates used to calculate policy and determine adjustments to the number of people addressed by buffer stock subsidies.\(^{269}\) The Court has also addressed itself to the effects of trade on rural employment by ordering government specific expenditures on rural employment, especially agricultural employment.\(^{270}\)

PUCL also pushes back against policy adjustments that remove such regulations as licensing restrictions for food suppliers. In recent years, the GOI has adjusted the Essential Commodities Act in the name of “furthering economic growth and liberalisation” in ways that undercut existing food security schemes. For example, in order to “[f]acilitate free trade and movement of foodgrains,” the GOI removed licensing requirements for buying, stocking, selling, distributing, and disposing of “wheat, paddy/rice, coarse grains, sugar, edible oilseeds and edible oils[.].”\(^{271}\) The Supreme Court responded with orders that regulate licenses with an aim to distribute necessary amounts of food and to

\(^{265}\) See Bhalotra, supra note 209, at 2.
\(^{266}\) Swaminathan, supra note 208, at 60-61, 67-68.
\(^{267}\) Id. at 68-70.
\(^{268}\) The Supreme Court Order of July 23, 2001 cared little for market forces and reduction of government expenditures or involvement in the economy: “By way of an interim order, we direct the States to see that all the PDS shops, if closed, are re-opened and start functioning within one week from today and regular supplies made.” People’s Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India, Writ Petition (Civil) No. 196 of 2001 (July 23, 2001 interim order).
\(^{269}\) See id. (Feb. 14, 2006 interim order).
\(^{270}\) See id. (May 8, 2002 interim order).
\(^{271}\) DEP’T OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS, supra note 212, ch. 4.4.
prevent hunger. The Court has also banned the use of contractors for certain food schemes, thereby obstructing government plans for privatization. Further court maneuvers that block the GOI’s deregulation and privatization efforts include court-imposed investigations into the appointment of and commission rates paid to food dealers and an order to open government food distribution shops, thus curtailing the GOI’s efforts to reduce the breadth of the FCI and de-centralize and privatize this market. Thus, through PUCL, the Supreme Court has invalidated government efforts at privatization and deregulation that interfere with food distribution.

This paper does not suggest that actions by the Court are in direct response to policies such as the WTO policy regarding food buffer subsidies, or that the Court is intending to comment on the deleterious effects of India’s trade policies on rural agriculture. However, it is undeniable that the many interim orders in PUCL that address themselves to government maintenance and expansion of food distribution for the poor also directly affect the GOI’s compliance with WTO policy. In regards to employment, orders for public expenditure on rural employment stand in contrast to the notion of allowing the market to dictate which farmers remain employed and prosperous, and could also be seen as a subsidy to the farmers covered by the order. Thus, PUCL could be viewed as a judicial adjustment to India’s trade policies, especially in regards to those segments of the population that these policies fail to address.

PUCL addresses itself to the economic policies of India in the sense that it provides a safety net for the most vulnerable Indians in light of a policy that focuses on “growth” but not the equal distribution of gains in employment, trade, investment, and income. The Court, through its mandate to safeguard the most vulnerable persons and deliver upon the Constitution’s promise of social and economic rights, focuses on the segments of India’s population that have been left behind or harmed by the NEP. India’s GDP has been growing at impressive rates following the introduction of the NEP, but this growth has not served the poor. Rather, the position of the segments of the population addressed in PUCL has remained relatively unchanged. At the same time, both food production and food consumption levels amongst the poor have been declining in

272. See, e.g., People’s Union for Civil Liberties, Writ Petition (Civil) No. 196 of 2001 (May 2, 2003 interim order).
273. Id. (Oct. 7, 2004 interim order).
274. Id. (July 12, 2006 interim order).
275. Id. (July 9, 2007 interim order).
276. See Biswa Swarup Misra, Regional Growth Dynamics in India in the Post-Economic Reform Period (2007).
recent years. \(^{277}\) A decline in food production might be linked to a decline in government expenditures in support of agriculture. \(^{278}\) Growing income inequality could also be causing the reduction in food intake. Income inequality has a negative impact on food security, whereas redistribution of wealth through programs such as free or subsidized food or agriculture subsidies for low-income farmers serves to improve food intake and nutrition. \(^{279}\)

One way to characterize what PUCL represents is a floor on India’s capitalism, pieced together from the remnants of India’s socialism. As such, it might be seen as a human rights-based approach to the economy. When the GOI moved to dismantle a social welfare program developed in India’s socialist days, the Supreme Court prevented it from doing so. Further, the Court made small expansions to these programs, such as enlarging the mid-day meal schemes. What the Court is in effect doing is articulating core, constitutionally protected social and economic rights that not even the central government can remove. It would take substantial constitutional amendments to remove the basis for PUCL’s pushback on economic liberalization. It is uncertain whether the Court would ever allow such amendments, given their power to strike down amendments contrary to the object and purpose of the Constitution. \(^{280}\) In effect, in order to proceed unfettered in its NEP, the GOI would need to draft an entirely new Constitution. Until this happens, PUCL stands for the protections for the poor embodied in that revolutionary document.

Another way to characterize PUCL’s relationship to India’s NEP is a refusal to allow certain harms caused by economic transition, regardless of whether these harms are short lived. PUCL deals with a matter of the utmost urgency: the ability to eat enough food in order to be free from malnourishment and the very real threat of death from starvation. By addressing the urgency of the food situation, the Supreme Court acknowledges realities that the NEP fails to, such as the fact that economic growth takes time while hunger is an immediate problem of the utmost importance; the fact that there is enough food to feed everyone in India and therefore no reason that some should be left to die; and, the fact that hunger itself is a cause of poverty and thus an impediment to the very growth sought by the NEP. The Court thus humanizes and rationalizes India’s capitalism: it would be inhumane, and irrational, to let people suffer and die when this is both preventable and unnecessary. Its


\(^{278}\) See Ahluwalia, supra note 194, at 77.

\(^{279}\) See LEATHERS & FOSTER, supra note 6, at 167-68.

\(^{280}\) See infra Part II.B.4.
prevention is necessary both to fulfill economic growth (e.g. create an educated and viable work force) and to fulfill the Constitution’s human rights obligations.

Overall, an analysis of the relationship between India’s NEP and the Supreme Court’s efforts to protect the Indian people’s right to food demonstrates the need for coordination amongst branches of government and across multiple sectors. National legislation that enshrines both the principles and the specific guarantees enumerated in PUCL’s interim orders would prevent the erosion of the rights and entitlements protected by PUCL that might be caused by economic, financial, and trade activities. This would likely require a significant restructuring of India’s economic policy, particularly related to food and agriculture. While this task might prove a large one, congruence between PUCL and the actions of the GOI and the parliament demand it. True food security requires cooperation between the branches of the Indian government.  

Enshrining the right to food in national legislation is necessary in order to give the persons most affected by economic policies a democratic voice and the chance to shape such policies in their interest. The economic decisions made by India’s Finance, Commerce, Agriculture, and other Ministries have concrete and often detrimental outcomes for the lives of the most impoverished and their ability to feed themselves. Such decisions are made behind closed doors, at high-level meetings in Delhi, Geneva, and other locations inaccessible to the starving and poor. While the poor cannot access these meetings, they can use democratic channels to shape and constrain relevant economic policies via legislation. From the village level to the national parliament, the poor can use party platforms during election years, community campaigns, lobbying and other forms of political dialogue and pressure to help craft legislation that prioritizes the right to food and, more specifically, organizes the economy in a manner designed to ensure adequate livelihoods and, through this, adequate calories for all, particularly for those living on the margins. For example, right to food legislation could mandate that all trade agreements are submitted to an impact assessment prior to their completion to ensure that they will not undermine the right to food. By


enshrining such tenants in legislation, ordinary citizens are better able to ensure accountability and transparency regarding how economic policies relate to the right to food. The flexibility of the legislative process allows for an adequately evolving parliamentary response to various sectors of government and can empower administrative, legal, and community action for the right to food. Notably, a crucial political opportunity to enact such legislation has recently emerged.

V. Pushing the Agenda Forward: Development of the National Food Security Act

The interim orders of PUCL, the work of the Commission, and the work of the Right to Food Campaign have recently born fruit in the development of national food security legislation that would codify the entitlements set forth in PUCL. Civil society, through the Right to Food Campaign, contributed significantly to the development of this food security act by participating in stakeholder roundtables, publishing its own model of a right to food bill,283 and publicly commenting on developmental versions of the bill. Likewise, the Commission has, as liaison between the Supreme Court and political officials, provided advice to government officials as to the content of the act.284 If devised to include PUCL entitlements and food schemes as they currently operate under Court order, a food security act has the potential to bring harmony to the conflict between India’s economic policies and Supreme Court’s effort to protect and promote the food security for the poor.

Segments of the Indian national government have publicly declared their support for the forthcoming right to food act. On June 4, 2009, the President of India, in her address to the national parliament, announced that her government “proposes to enact a new law—the National Food Security Act—that will provide a statutory basis for a framework which assures food security for all.”285 On the same day, the Ministry of Con-

---

283. The Right to Food Campaign Secretariat has held several public consultations regarding the legislation and established a steering committee to produce a draft act. In September 2009, the Right to Food Campaign made its first draft act public and submitted the draft to relevant parliamentarians. See generally Right to Food Campaign, Draft Right to Food Act (Sept. 12, 2009), http://www.righttofoodindia.org/data/rtf_act_draft_charter_sept09.pdf.
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sumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution circulated a concept note laying out a basic framework for this act.\textsuperscript{286} On June 14, 2009, the Union Minister of State for Food and Civil Supplies stated “that a Food Security Act would be put into place within 100 days.”\textsuperscript{287} Political parties have also manifested strong interest in the right to food legislation. Adopting a food security act as part of its platform, the Congress party promised enactment of a food security act if the United Progressive Alliance, the party credited with passing other social welfare legislation such as the National Rural Employment Guarantee Act, was elected.\textsuperscript{288}

For the last several months, various ministries, including the Finance Ministry and the Food Ministry, have been working in tandem to contribute to develop the draft act. In March 2010, the Empowered Group of Ministers on Food (EGoM) cleared a draft food security bill for discussion and, on April 5, 2010, met to discuss the bill.\textsuperscript{289} At the time of this writing, the EGoM had requested additional information from the Food Ministry and was scheduled to reconvene upon receipt of that information towards the end of April 2010.\textsuperscript{290}

While a movement towards codification of the \textit{PUCL} entitlements demonstrates a national commitment to ensuring the realization of the right to food, what remains unresolved is whether the GOI’s proposed food security act will adequately incorporate and protect the food guarantees and programs thus far protected in the \textit{PUCL}’s interim orders. Economists and activists alike question whether the grain allocations and food security programs addressed by the act do enough to ensure a base level of nutritional intake for all citizens. To date, the GOI has circulated two primary frameworks for a food security act, the June 2009 concept note and the March 2010 draft bill, neither of which received endorsements from right to food stakeholders. While the June 2009 concept note sustained criticisms from both food rights activists and food security-oriented economists, the March 2010 draft bill, which incorporates many

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{286} Sirohi, \textit{supra} note 5.
\end{itemize}
of the provisions set forth in the concept note, has been flatly rejected by the Right to Food Campaign.\textsuperscript{291}

Several provisions of the draft bill raise concern, as they actually reduce the scope of PUCL food security programs. For example, the draft bill mandates the GOI to provide, through the Targeted PDS, twenty five kg of cheap grain at three Rupees ("Rs") per kilo a month to Below Poverty Line (BPL) families,\textsuperscript{292} a reduction from the current PUCL-mandated provision of thirty five kg/month to BPL families.\textsuperscript{293} While the current price at which this subsidy is provided to BPL families is somewhat higher—ration, under PUCL, are available at 4.15 Rs per kg for wheat and 5.65 Rs per kg for rice—the draft act’s provision would significantly reduce the quantity of grain provided.\textsuperscript{294} Moreover, it has been noted that the federally imposed price of 3 Rs per kg is actually higher than the existing price for grain available to BPL families in the states of Andhra Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Gujarat, Karnataka, Kerala, Orissa, Tamil Nadu, and West Bengal, which account for thirty five percent of the rural population.\textsuperscript{295}

Equally important is the question of who will qualify for the government subsidies. The GOI, estimating in its concept note that 27.5\% of the population qualifies as BPL,\textsuperscript{296} proposed in June 2009 to reduce the number of families eligible to receive grain through the PDS to 60 million, a number based on a 2004–2005 poverty estimate.\textsuperscript{297} This is somewhat disconcerting given that GOI figures have historically stood in sharp contrast to figures put forth by civil society regarding the percent of population considered to be poor or unable to access adequate levels of food and the number of households that have already been issued BPL or Antyodaya Anna Yojana (AAY)\textsuperscript{298} cards by state governments. For ex-

\textsuperscript{291} Letter from Steering, \textit{supra} note 158. For details on the Right to Food Campaign’s essential demands, see Right to Food Campaign, Right to Food Act: Introduction, \url{http://www.righttofoodindia.org/right_to_food_act_intro.html} (last visited May 12, 2010).


\textsuperscript{293} Sirohi, \textit{supra} note 5, at 11-12.


\textsuperscript{295} Himanshu, \textit{Cheaper Grain’s Only One Part of a Food Security Act, LIVEMINT.COM}, July 24, 2009, \url{http://www.livemint.com/Articles/2009/06/23195210/Cheaper-grain8217s-only-one.html}.

\textsuperscript{296} Sirohi, \textit{supra} note 5, at 12.


\textsuperscript{298} Regarding Antyodaya Anna Yojana Cards, the Commissioners to the Supreme Court note:
ample, while the Government assesses the BPL population to be at 27.5%, the National Sample Survey Organization (NSSO) reports a far high number of persons unable to access a basic nutritional intake.  

To address current disparities between federal BPL estimates and actual poverty levels, states have been allocating funds from state budgets to provide for additional subsidies. A positive element of the transition from the framework proposed in the June 2009 concept note to the March 2010 draft bill is a removal of language that might have restricted states’ ability to do so. While the concept note appeared to advocate for depriving states of their capacity to “(1) fix the numbers of those who are BPL in their respective states; (2) decide the amount of foodgrain to be given to them, and (3) fix the rate at which these shall be provided,” no such language exists in the current version of the bill. Rather, the draft bill allows a state government “to extend its support . . . to certain additional families in the State over and above” those identified by the Central Government, so long as that state does so through separate identification of those families, uses its own budgetary resources, and does not “reduce the scale of distribution of wheat and/or rice or food security allowance payable in lieu thereof to each identified BPL family as provided by the Government of India under the TPDS.” This transition in language regarding BPL eligibility is significant, given that centralization of decisions such as BPL eligibility and quantity of grain allocation would have had particular impact on states such as Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, and Karnataka, where subsidized schemes are nearly universal. Finally, while the concept note proposed that BPL eligibility be

The aim of the Antyodaya Anna Yojana scheme, launched in 2000, is to provide special food-based assistance to destitute households. These households are given a special ration card (an ‘Antyodaya card’), and are entitled to special grain quotas at highly subsidised prices. Against each Antyodaya card, beneficiary household or individuals are entitled to 35kg. of subsidized rice or wheat per month from the designated local ration shop. The subsidized price charged is Rs. 2/- per kg. for wheat and Rs. 3/- per kg. for rice. Under no circumstance a FPS dealer should charge any additional charges above this price.


300. Himanshu, supra note 295.
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304. Himanshu, supra note 295.
reassessed every five years, the draft bill does not include a reassessment provision, but instead notes that reassessment of BPL eligibility, to be undertaken by state governments, will take place at intervals prescribed by regulation.

Notably, it remains to be seen how the various schemes, such as Annapoorna Yojana, the Integrated Child Development Scheme (ICDS), Mid-Day Meal Scheme (MDMS), and programs benefiting pregnant and lactating mothers, currently protected by PUCL will fare under the new food security act. The concept note originally proposed to bring many of the food security schemes under the single TPDS, and a glaring hole in the March 2010 draft bill is the absence of any provision that speaks directly to any of the nutrition-related PUCL-protected schemes, such as the ICDS and MDMS. As written, the draft bill does not include any of these schemes as entitlements. Given certain barriers to access and control over food that are specific to women and children, failing to codify programs that target women and children as entitlements could be a step back in terms of ensuring a right to food and basic nutritional intake for the most vulnerable. Notably, the exclusion of specific provisions or allocations of budgetary resources for infants and children, amongst other identified vulnerable groups, has been the subject of Right to Food advocacy actions and protests. Entitlements such as mid-day meals and ICDS services, such as feeding centers for children, nutrition, healthcare and education, should be incorporated into the proposed food security act as such if the act is to fulfill the guarantees set forth by PUCL interim orders.

Other outstanding questions regarding the proposed food security act concern: (1) whether it includes adequate mechanisms to ensure effective enforcement and implementation of the benefits it codifies into law and (2) whether it is sufficiently comprehensive in its approach to the promotion and progression of food security in India. As mentioned, under the PUCL litigation, the Commission is currently tasked to carry out formal monitoring, evaluation, and implementation duties. However,

305. Sirohi, supra note 5.
307. Sirohi, supra note 5.
309. Id.
the Commission is unable to impose sanctions and is under-resourced to capacitate widespread or individual grievance redressal. Lessons from the recently enacted National Rural Employment Guarantee Act in India, which failed to provide for sufficiently strong and transparent enforcement and implementation mechanisms and thereby resulted in poor administration and disparate implementation, suggest that successful realization of a socio-economic right necessitates, at the very least, either some manifestation of an independent oversight body that would hold government accountable to the people or an effective and efficient means for people to bring their claims to court.\footnote{See Posting of Nick Robinson to Law and Other Things: A Blog About Indian Law, the Courts, and the Constitution, http://lawandotherthings.blogspot.com/2009/07/right-to-food-and-implementation-act.html (July 11, 2009, 20:46 GMT).}

Ideally the food security act would include an enforcement apparatus equipped to do both: to exercise the authority to impose firm penalties and to maintain a redressal system that allows individuals to make demands for the satisfaction of their right and receive compensation when denied the benefits they are due. The fact that the draft act’s principal focus is the targeted public distribution of foodgrains further intensifies the need for thorough monitoring of implementation mechanisms. Currently, the PDS suffers from corruption, siphoning from food stocks, and misplaced funds. A 2005 GOI Planning Commission study showed that as much as fifty eight percent of PDS-allocated grains did not reach BPL beneficiaries due to problems such as the aforementioned corruption and errors in determining eligibility.\footnote{Ashok Gulati, Food Security: Time to Change Track?, LIVEMINT.COM, June 30, 2009, http://www.livemint.com/2009/06/29214539/Food-security-time-to-change.html.}

While problems in deliverance of subsidized grains could be partially alleviated by improving determining factors for BPL eligibility and digitizing PDS operations to allow for more systematic tracking, ensuring implementation of entitlements likely requires a monitoring commission or administrative body that has the authority to administer penalties and sanctions to hold government officials and approved PDS suppliers and retailers accountable.

Concerning remedies for violations of the act or noncompliance, the draft bill puts responsibility for “expeditious and effective redressal of grievances”\footnote{Draft National Food Security Bill, supra note 292.} in the hands of the state governments, directing them to “set up effective institutional mechanisms” at the block level in addition to an appellate mechanism at the District level.\footnote{Id.}

The language of the draft bill mirrors that of the June 2009 concept note, which also gave responsibility for enforcement and redressal to state governments.\footnote{Sirohi, supra note 5, at 19.}
draft bill gives little detail as to the structure or jurisdiction of these courts, noting only at these “mechanisms” must be in accordance with subsequent regulations.\(^{316}\) Interestingly, the draft bill does direct state governments to set up “Vigilance Committees” to oversee “fair price shops” (FPS) responsible for distributing TPDS grains and submit “monthly certification of confirmation of delivery of allocated foodgrains to FPS and their subsequent delivery to identified BPL families.”\(^{317}\) Further, the bill also makes provision for periodic social audits of fair price shops and the TPDS.\(^{318}\)

While the draft bill contains important language regarding the monitoring and evaluation of the TPDS and implementation of the benefit generated by the draft bill, the benefit is limited and the remedy restricted to few. In extending standing only to identified BPL families for redressal of grievances pertaining to distribution of foodgrains through the TPDS, the draft bill provides for a narrow entitlement and makes clear that the legislation is codifying a right to a specific grain allocation and not to basic nutrition.

Civil society activists flag inadequate enforcement mechanisms as a cause for concern and advocate for the inclusion of judicial remedies in the draft act.\(^{319}\) Suggestions for a more robust grievance redressal system include mirroring the Right to Information Act, which provides a procedure for complaints and appeals,\(^{320}\) as well as “harsh penalties for administrators who unlawfully withhold information.”\(^{321}\) Modeling a system of constitutional torts has also been suggested, whereby denial of a codified welfare benefit, such as food entitlements, is considered a property infringement by the government. If a complainant succeeds in his or her litigation, he or she is not only awarded the benefit due, but public officials may be sanctioned, as well. Moreover, successful litigants may also be awarded attorney’s fees and other damages, which can help create incentives amongst advocates to bring these types of cases.\(^{322}\)

Finally, it is important to note that effective implementation will require coordination amongst the many facets of government affected by the passing of a food security act. Currently, “nine programmes, run by five ministries, along with agencies such as the [FCI], are the respondents” before the Supreme Court, meaning they are accountable for implement-

\(^{316}\) Draft National Food Security Bill, supra note 292.
\(^{317}\) Id.
\(^{318}\) Id.
\(^{319}\) Robinson, supra note 311.
\(^{320}\) Right to Information Act, supra note 152, § 19.
\(^{321}\) Robinson, supra note 311.
\(^{322}\) Id.
ing the entitlements protected in the PUCL interim orders.\textsuperscript{323} Codifying these entitlements will necessitate comprehensive coordination amongst these key stakeholders. Crucial to delivering on the benefits included in the food security act will be the GOI’s ability to bring together the many sectors, federal and state specific, affected by the right to food—such as health, agriculture, child nutrition and development, and labor—within a single implementation strategy. While no such strategy is outlined in either the June 2009 concept note or the draft act, representatives of the Office of the Commission have noted that the state government of Delhi, for example, has begun to draft strategies that address this necessity of convergence and coordination.\textsuperscript{324}

In addition to potential problems related to enforcement and implementation, activists and analysts have also criticized a lack of comprehensiveness in the food security act concerning fundamental components and root causes of food security. With heavy emphasis on food subsidies, the proposed act fails to consider other essential factors of hunger alleviation, such as rural development and income security. As noted by economist Jean Dreze, hunger and malnutrition in India “have deep roots, not only in economic insecurity but also lack of education, gender inequality, social discrimination, skewed property rights and lack of basic amenities.”\textsuperscript{325} According to Dreze, a food security act, at a minimum, needs to include provisions that address these roots, such as programs that ensure direct nutritional support for children, special entitlement programs for vulnerable groups, and cash pensions for the elderly.\textsuperscript{326} The draft act’s focus on the TPDS only and its exclusion of the ICDS, Antyodaya Ann Yojana, and MDMS from the codified benefit appears particularly problematic, as the draft act fails to target specific causes of hunger or barriers to food security or to protect groups most vulnerable to extreme hunger and starvation.

Disproportionate attention on the distribution of subsidized resources at the expense of developing programs that address underlying causes of hunger, such as investments in agricultural and rural development and inclusive growth, could weaken the impact of the food security act if passed in its currently proposed form. Devinder Sharma argues that “extending the same failed PDS to more families, or introducing a revamped PDS is . . . unlikely to make any meaningful difference to the

\textsuperscript{323} Patnaik, supra note 186.
\textsuperscript{324} Id.
\textsuperscript{326} Id.
plight of the hungry and malnourished\textsuperscript{327} and that ensuring actual food security requires reviving agriculture and assisting farmers with minimum monthly income.\textsuperscript{328} Other economists have likewise expressed the necessity of livelihood remuneration, stressing that, “[t]he generation of adequate purchasing power is . . . a crucial means to ensure food security in a market economy, which India increasingly is.”\textsuperscript{329} A comprehensive food security act thus likely requires inclusion of development programs, such as those falling under the National Rural Employment Guarantee Act, which contribute to “a generalised increase in opportunity.”\textsuperscript{330} To exclude such protective measures is to render the food security act “an essential means but an ultimate irrelevance.”\textsuperscript{331}

Several other key features should be included in the act to ensure that it serves its objective of securing the right to food. First, it should more clearly articulate right to food principles, which requires an elaboration of the human right to food. In keeping with \textit{PUCL}, these principles would emphasize how and why the right to food is a part of the right to life. Building on this human rights framework, the act should emphasize the active and democratic participation of society and particularly those most affected by right to food violations.\textsuperscript{332} For example, it can (as other countries have done) establish or recommend the establishment of community level consultations and either sketch or recommend the establishment of community representation schemes designed to harness grassroots participation in the administrative mechanisms established by the act.\textsuperscript{333} To assist in converging and coordinating all relevant bodies

\textsuperscript{327} Sharma, \textit{supra} note 294 (arguing that the current situation in India demonstrates the ineffectiveness of the PDS).
\textsuperscript{328} Id.
\textsuperscript{330} Id.
\textsuperscript{331} Id.
\textsuperscript{332} FAO, \textit{Legal and Institutional Settings for Monitoring the Right to Food, in METHODS TO MONITOR THE HUMAN RIGHT TO ADEQUATE FOOD} (2008).
\textsuperscript{333} As a potential model, Ecuador has successfully implemented a community representation scheme regarding the right to food. Its national Food Sovereignty Law 2009 created a democratic structure and work plan for the Consultative Council, the composition of which is balanced between civil society and members of the executive branch. The civil society composition is focused on representation from the groups most affected by right to food violations, such as indigenous and peasant groups. The process for selecting the six civil society members was delegated to the Council for Citizen Participation and Social Control (Consejo de Participacion Ciudadana y Control Social), a body established by the 2008 Constitution to promote citizen participation, create public discussion, ensure transparency in government and fight corruption. The process of selecting the civil society members of the Consultative Council is democratic and transparent. Thus, both the civil society half of the Council and the process through which it is comprised uphold human rights and rule of law principles, and more specifically target and ensure the input of the groups most vulnerable to right to food
within the government under a unified food security platform, the act should name specific actors and agencies and describe how they are to work together or assign the development of a coordination plan. Similarly, relevant laws and policies should be converged under a unified platform. Goals, benchmarks, and timeframes must be clearly articulated in the act in order to ensure that progress is made in reaching tangible steps towards the overarching goal of eradicating hunger. And finally, the act should call for adequate funding for its contents or designate a source(s) of funding, generally or for specific elements of the act.

**CONCLUSION**

By regularly issuing interim orders, *People’s Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India & Others* has gradually explicated and implemented the right to food. In addition to defining government schemes as legal entitlements, these interim orders have directed the government to fulfill previously enacted food entitlements, restated aspirational objectives as entitlements, directed modification and expansion of schemes in response to recommendations by the Commissioners and civil society, and strengthened the quality of the services and entitlements delivered to eligible beneficiaries. However, while PUCL has established the right to food as a constitutionally protected entitlement requiring affirmative government action to ensure its fulfillment, protection, and promotion, it remains an open case and its entitlements have not yet been secured in a final judgment. The scope of the case has expanded significantly over the last seven years in terms of both content violations. See *Ley de Soberania Alimentaria* [Law of Food Sovereignty] arts. 32-34 (2009) (Ecuador); *CONSTITUCIÓN POLÍTICA DE LA REPÚBLICA DEL ECUADOR* [Constitution] art. 208 (Ecuador). See generally the process and progress of the Consultative Council at [http://www.participacionycontrolsocial.gov.ec/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=1495&Itemid=87](http://www.participacionycontrolsocial.gov.ec/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=1495&Itemid=87).

334. FAO, *supra* note 332, at 34.

335. *Id.* Ecuador, for example, has had great success using timed benchmarks to effectuate the goals of its national right to food act. A uniquely powerful aspect of Ecuador’s Constitutional right to food is that the Constitution compelled the further development of a right to food legal framework. The Constitution set out an exact timeframe for the promulgation of a food sovereignty law, requiring that such a law be drafted within 120 days of the Constitution’s entry into force (Disposiciones Transitorias, Primeras, 2008 Constitution). This exact timeframe prompted action by the Asemblea Nacional, which adhered to this deadline, swiftly producing the new law, which came into effect in February 2009. In designating a precise timeframe the Constitution also assigned the development of the law to the Asamblea Nacional, thereby instructing the process through which it would be promulgated. In keeping with the effective use of exact timeframes and the specific assignment of responsibilities and actions, the Food Sovereignty Law in turn employs time sensitive deadlines and creates the Consultative Council, whose work is designed to elaborate and implement the contents and principles of the Food Sovereignty Law.
and the demands placed on government, but the form that the case and the Commission will take once a final judgment is rendered is unclear. The capacity and effectiveness of the proposed food security act remain open questions as well. The longevity of the entitlements identified and explicated in interim orders thus rests in either their inclusion in the final judgment for the PUCL litigation or their codification into law.

The case likely will end with the rendering of a final judgment, in which case the multitude of interim orders issued by the Supreme Court to date will likely be important for interpreting the entitlements guaranteed in PUCL’s closing order. These interim orders embody the unique and important function of PIL to combat governmental failings. The PIL’s focus on the government’s commission (or causation through omission) of harm to the public interest has changed the perception of the relationship between adjudication, legislation, and administration.336 Because the PIL was premised in part on the idea that the court has a duty to provide redress for human rights violations where the legislature has failed to do so337 and because this reasoning is in turn based on the idea that the legislature cannot provide the average citizen with adequate redress, the interim orders occupy an important position as the preeminent mechanisms for safeguarding the right to food. The preeminence of these interim orders resonates in Justice Bhagwati’s stated belief that if the courts remain inactive, “the new social collective rights and interests created for the benefit of the deprived sections of the community [become] meaningless and ineffectual.”338 The significant role played by each interim order should therefore be taken into account when evaluating the content of PUCL’s closing order. The closing order may not articulate every right, remedy, duty, or procedure delineated in the interim orders, although it could confirm them all. Even if the closing order does not do so, the role the interim orders have played in articulating and giving effect to the right to food suggests the utility of their continued use in some form. Important to remember, however, is that the right articulated by and encased within the PUCL litigation may also be ultimately defined not only in closing orders, but also in the codification of the proposed food security act.

PUCL and the right to food in India is the story of democracy and civil society in action, of the strength that a social movement can lend to

336. See, e.g., TRIPATHI, supra note 106, at 63.
337. Bhagwati, supra note 96, at 566 (“The modern judiciary cannot afford to hide behind notions of legal justice and plead incapacity when social justice issues are addressed to it. . . . [A] modern judiciary can no longer obtain social and political legitimacy without making a substantial contribution to issues of social justice.”).
338. TRIPATHI, supra note 106, at 65 (quoting S.P. Gupta v. Union of India, A.I.R. 1982 S.C. 149, 192 (India)).
a court case, of the fortitude that court orders can lend to a civil society campaign, and of the potential for collaboration between civil society and government. On the other hand, realization of a right to food in India also tells the story of the conflict between globalization and a human rights-based approach to food. While market economics view food as a commodity to be traded, the Indian Supreme Court and right to food civil society movement see it in terms of child nutrition, maternal health, strength to live a fully human life, and provision of an essential building block for growth and development. While there are many unique domestic features to the Indian right to food case and its corresponding civil society campaign, these aspects are fundamentally indicators of a social refusal to discard safety nets for the most vulnerable in an economically liberalized world.

Currently PUCL’s orders directly collide with India’s NEP and its international trade and financial commitments. The present financial climate could provide India with the necessary aperture for navigating these commitments in a way that allows it to codify the most important of PUCL’s protections. Whether or not these changes will take place, however, cannot diminish the legal significance of PUCL or the significance it has had both to India’s hungry and starving and to other states, as well. PUCL’s status as a Supreme Court case has facilitated favorable right to food decisions in lower courts throughout India. The precedent of PUCL has allowed lawyers to file dozens of similar claims in India’s high courts, thereby expanding the availability of judicial remedy and the possible content of judicial orders for action. This branching out to cases in lower courts has made judicial remedies more geographically accessible and has helped to build a truly national network of right to food activists. Expanding the redressal of right to food violations in lower courts has also resulted in a more widely disseminated understanding of the legal entitlements of the right to food.

PUCL’s impact extends beyond the borders of India, as well, and India currently stands as a model for other states endeavoring to explicate and implement food security as a human right. The realization of a right to food in India provides a paradigm for how legal, political, and civil society initiatives can collaborate to push such an agenda forward. Additionally, the Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations

339. For examples of the Human Rights Law Network—an important member organization to the Right to Food Campaign—acting as a petitioner in the People’s Union for Civil Liberties litigation and bringing cases in state courts for grievance redressal and/or to force implementation of schemes, see, for example, Human Rights Law Network, PILs and Cases, supra note 127.
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cites India as an example of how states can develop an effective monitoring system to sustain an established right to adequate food.\footnote{FAO, \textit{supra} note 332, at 34.}

Indeed, \textit{PUCL} has already motivated a similar—and successful—constitutional right to food PIL in the Supreme Court of neighboring Nepal.\footnote{Prakash Mani Sharma and Others on Behalf of Forum for Protection of Public Interest (Pro Public) v. Prime Minister and Office of Council of Minister and Others, Writ Petition No. 0065-w0-149 of 2065 BS (2008).} Similar to \textit{PUCL}, lawyers working in a public interest law organization filed a case on behalf of persons suffering from right to food violations who were not able to directly petition the court.\footnote{\textit{Id.}} The Nepalese right to food case explicitly cites \textit{PUCL} and related Indian court cases.\footnote{\textit{Id.}} Thus, \textit{PUCL} has set off a cascade of judicial action both within India and in its neighboring states and made India a model for how states can effectively implement economic and social human rights norms through domestic legal and administrative mechanisms. As this Article has documented, India’s successful promotion, fulfillment, and current protection of the human right to food is due to its constituent parts: constitutional and judicial receptiveness; an engaged, mobilized civil society equipped with effective ways to organize people at the ground level; and the political will to maintain baseline food entitlements despite countering pressure by international trade and financial interests. Hopefully, with time, we will see other similar judicial and legislative actions regarding the right to food taking place.

The core meaning of \textit{PUCL} is clear: the human right to life includes a legal right to food and an entitlement to basic nutritional intake. The case also demonstrates that the articulation of legal entitlements for the poor alone is not enough. To fully ensure the realization of the right, various well functioning institutional mechanisms, a highly skilled corps of public interest lawyers, a robust civil society campaign, and political buy-in from the local to the highest levels are all needed. But identifying, explicating, and taking steps to fulfill the right is the organizing principle that galvanizes the creation of institutions, the action of the lawyers and civil society, and the commitment of politicians. The right itself is the bedrock of these actions, institutions, mechanisms, and process and it is the loadstone against which they are all evaluated. The right is the framework for action and it is the lens of analysis. And thus, the right to food is a powerful, meaningful tool that can have a positive impact on the lives of the starving and hungry.
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